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HOT BIRDS

an Ash-throated Flycatcher (right) in
Melrose was a great find by dana and
inga Jewell on november 7. Marj. rines
took this photo, showing the diagnostic
fishhook pattern on the outer retricies of
this western bird, on november 11.

continuing the streak of great sightings
in new hampshire, this Bell’s Vireo
(left) was found at the wastewater
treatment plant in exeter by steve
Mirick and Jane Lawrence. Bob
stymeist took this video still on
november 4.

another cooperative visitor was this
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher (left) at Marconi
Beach in wellfleet. found by Bill elrich on
november 13 and seen by scores of birders
throughout the month, this handsome bird
was photographed by phil Brown on
november 23.

this Sandhill Crane (left) is one of two
birds reported by an excited homeowner in
Barnstable on december 8. steve Mirick took
this video still as the bird wandered across
the front yard away from the feeders.  

another state record for new hampshire
fell when steve Mirick and Jane Lawrence
found four Cave Swallows (right) in rye
on november 26. phil Brown took this
great photo of one of the birds the next day.
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note from the editorial desk:
Greetings to all Bird Observer subscribers! this first issue of 2004 marks the

beginning of a new involvement for me in the activities of this magazine, as I shift my
focus from subscription Manager to Managing editor.

My introduction to Bird Observer came in the spring of 1986 when, as a lark
(pun entirely intended), a friend and I enrolled in Miriam dickey’s “Introduction to
birding” class offered at Massachusetts audubon’s drumlin farm sanctuary. she
shared wisdom from her field experience of many years along with the strong
suggestion that each of us become acquainted with Bird Observer. I did subscribe,
enthusiastically participated in many of the workshops that were being offered at that
time, and have since counted the connection as a major enhancer of my birding
education.

the Bird Observer staff is comprised of a talented and most dedicated team of
volunteers. In my new role I look forward to working with them to maintain the
quality and variety that has marked the magazine for its first thirty-one years. I also
hope to hear from you — be it brickbats or bouquets — along with your suggestions
for topics you’d like to see us cover.

Many thanks for your continuing interest and support.

Carolyn Marsh

snow buntInGs by GeorGe c. west
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birds of the laurel lake recreational area, erving
state forest

Mark Taylor

the laurel lake recreational area, part of erving state forest in erving and
warwick, Massachusetts, is one of my favorite local spring birding hot spots. once
the winter snows have melted, this area can be easily accessed by car on a paved road
and has its own unique habitat from which the lake name derives: a thick mountain
laurel understory. when I want to find spring migrants that may have eluded me in
other birding locales, this is where I go to find them, and in many cases it is the first
place that they seem to arrive for me. birds such as blackburnian and canada
warblers and eastern towhee are a few that come to mind. the habitat, as I
mentioned, is thick with laurel, which benefits and flourishes from the well-managed
woodland that shades it. large stands of red oak, white birch, black cherry, and other
deciduous trees, along with some of the best groves of mature eastern hemlock in the
area, create a great overall habitat for migrating and breeding birds.

two year-round brooks, one at the western entrance to the forest and the other the
outflow of the lake on the east end, and of course, the lake itself, complete this ideal
riparian environment. the shaded laurel “stands” hold snow and ice as well, which,
once melted, create many vernal pools that last late into the spring. these are perfect
spots for finding northern waterthrushes. there is also one location from the road
where I reliably find several pairs of canada warblers on breeding territory. Many
trail systems branch off from the paved road for those with time to hike and explore
the woodland further, but here I will mainly cover the approximately two-mile stretch
of the park from the road. trail maps are provided at the entrance and at the contact
station.

the town of erving, a small community on the edge between central and western
Massachusetts, is intersected by route 2, the most northerly east-west highway
through the state. erving state forest, which takes up a large portion of the town, lies
just to the north of route 2 and in some locations borders the highway itself. the
recreational area in the summer is a popular swimming, camping, and day-use spot
and can get quite crowded on weekends. the lake itself, a relatively long, narrow,
spring-fed water body, is lined with seasonal homes and camps and is a popular
fishing spot, with a boat landing on the west end and sandy beach on the northeast
end. there is a day-use charge for parking after Memorial day, but generally this
coincides with the end of spring migration.you can park for no charge outside the
park entrances and walk in to check out the summer breeding birds if you don’t want
to pay. day-use fee is $5.00. 

How to Get There:

take route 2 from either direction to erving, which is approximately 80 miles
west of boston and 17 miles east of Interstate 91 at Greenfield. once in the center of
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erving on route 2, turn north on church street (which becomes north street), next to
the erving fire station. (note: set your trip odometer to 0 as you enter church
street.) take church street/north street for 0.8 mile to swamp road (on the right).
take swamp road to the entrance for erving state forest/laurel lake recreational
area (1.5 mile odometer reading). from this point and for the next 2-plus miles, I’ll
zero in on the specific spots that I bird from, and near, this paved road. Just to
reiterate, I will use continuous odometer readings from the beginning of church street
as a guide so you won’t get distracted by the need to reset your odometer. 

Pulloff #1: Park Entrance (Odometer 1.5)

Just before you cross the wooden bridge over “keyup brook,” there is a dirt road
on the left (Great swamp road) which I use as a pulloff. this road is primitive, so
you won’t be blocking traffic. from here take a short walk up the Great swamp road
where you can check for louisiana waterthrushes, which regularly sing and feed
along the brook edges, especially on rainy days. barred owls can often be heard from
this general location as well. noise from the roaring brook can sometimes overwhelm
most bird sounds other than these loud singers, so after searching for these I usually
move up the road to the next stop, which is in sight of the brook, but far enough away
to hear birds.

Pulloff #2: (Odometer 1.6)

this pulloff on the left is situated halfway up a steep incline in an open glade of
large white pines. on the opposite side of the road a thick stand of eastern hemlock
dominates. the brook is visible from here, but the din is less distracting. from this
spot I usually hear or see my first blackburnian warbler of the year in the hemlocks.
other birds, such as black-throated Green and black-throated blue warblers and
blue-headed vireos, find these hemlocks attractive and are usually here without fail
every spring and summer. the open white pine area where you park gives you a good
vantage point to see or hear broad-winged hawk, barred owl, pileated woodpecker,
eastern wood-pewee, least flycatcher, winter wren, Golden-crowned kinglet,
brown creeper,yellow-rumped warbler, pine warbler, black-and-white warbler,
american redstart, ovenbird, louisiana waterthrush, and scarlet tanager.

note: from this point, once you crest the hill and the terrain levels off, to pulloff
#4, thick mountain laurel dominates on both sides of the road. vernal pools abound,
and ears and eyes should be open along this stretch for winter wren, wood thrush,
veery, swainson’s thrush (rare), hermit thrush, canada warbler, ovenbird, and
northern waterthrush. black-throated blue and black-throated Green warblers
singing on their breeding territory are common here as well.

Pulloff #3: (Odometer 2.2)

this pulloff on the left is marked by large stone borders. It is a good flat open
area, with deciduous and coniferous trees interspersed. this spot is also where you
can get out and walk on a somewhat overgrown but passable road through the
mountain laurel. I reliably find my first eastern towhees of the new year here, and



they are always welcome arrivals. the males seem to really love to sing from these
dense laurel stands while they vie for mates. these skulkers tend to be hard to see, but
here it’s fairly easy with a little patience. Most of the species found back at pulloff #2
can be seen or heard here as well, but I usually find a Magnolia warbler or two here
as well. this pulloff, though, is unique for eastern towhee, so I call it the “towhee
stop.” 

Pulloff #4: (Odometer 2.4)

here the parking area is marked by a residential road that goes over a short
causeway dividing the west corner of laurel lake from a shallow boggy area. parking
is limited here; do not park on this access road or block the entrance. If there are more
than two vehicles, the boat-landing parking area just up the road at mile 2.5 is the best
place. once safely parked, I generally walk out to the causeway, which has good
views of the lake on the right and a shallow area on the left. In the shallows on the
left, wood duck, Great blue heron, spotted sandpiper, solitary sandpiper, and
belted kingfisher are typically seen. the shrubs and trees that line both sides of the
road and the water edges provide cover for winter wren, blue-gray Gnatcatcher, palm
warbler, common yellowthroat, swamp sparrow, and lincoln’s sparrow. Great
crested flycatchers and eastern phoebes can often be seen flycatching from the row
of tall white pines on the far side of the causeway out over the shallows. scan the
lakeside for common and hooded mergansers, which make migration stops here and
are the most common waterfowl with the exception of Mallards and black ducks.
occasional rafts of black scoters or a few buffleheads drop in, but in general laurel
lake doesn’t seem to draw big numbers of waterfowl.

note: from here to the next stop, summer residences along the lake will be
encountered on the left. there are a few good parking areas along this section that are
for day-use, picnics, etc., and can be checked out. be considerate by not blocking
private driveways. for the most part, though, I move directly down to the main
parking area at the ranger’s (contact) station and beach concession area (pulloff #5).

Pulloff #5: (Odometer 3.1)

this is the main parking area for access to the beach, picnic, and camping
facilities. It is a good place to get out and check the large trees bordering the lot and
around the buildings. a relatively short but hilly trail of moderate difficulty loops off
the main road behind the contact office and comes out a short distance down the
road. this, if time allows, is a recommended hike. a small brook runs along the trail
for a short distance as you ascend; a good place to see hermit thrush, veery, and
ovenbird. the flora then changes to dense mountain laurel on both sides of the trail.
red oak, white birch, and black cherry are usually alive with migrant warblers and are
easier to see from this higher vantage point. seeing birds down low in the dense laurel
can be frustrating, but I once found a white-eyed vireo here. yellow-bellied
sapsuckers are commonly found along this section of the trail, drilling the birches for
sap. this section is prime black-throated blue warbler territory, and the dense
mountain laurel offers them ideal nesting sites. 
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as the trail winds to the top, you enter a rockier, red oak woodland and finally
reach the top of an open rocky ridge with great views south. Great crested
flycatchers and eastern wood-pewees can be heard from here, and many of the
common migratory wood warblers hug this ridgeline on their way north. I found a
migrating Mourning warbler in this general area once, so it always has good potential
for a rarity. from here the trail heads back down through the laurel and back out to
the paved road.

Pulloff #6: (Odometer 3.4)

this pulloff at the east end of laurel lake is marked by a wooden bridge that
spans the outflow to the lake. this is a year-round brook and can be the most active
and diverse area in the park. It can also be the buggiest, so make sure bug repellent is
handy. there is enough room here to park on the far side of the bridge. I usually get
out here and walk the road going away from the lake for several hundred feet. the
road here is bordered by thick laurel “hedges” in which one or two pairs of canada
warblers nest. these warblers can be tough to see on their breeding territory due to
their habitat requirements: that is, wet thickets of dense brush, areas hard to get to and
to see into. here, this is not the case, particularly when they first arrive on territory in
mid-May, as they fly back and forth across the road singing from the trees at middle
to low levels.

the brook itself meanders slowly through the woods here before dropping down
a steep incline to join Moss brook in warwick, and is alive with the sounds of winter
wren, ovenbird, louisiana waterthrush, veery, and hermit thrush. (a section of
erving state forest and laurel lake is in the town of warwick, as the map indicates.)
on a “big” warbler day, standing by the bridge to watch them “drip” from the trees
here is as good as it gets. even though yellow-rumped warblers, with their
flycatching feeding tactics, seem to outnumber all others here, many other species,
including red-eyed, warbling, and blue-headed vireos, american redstarts, and
nashville, Magnolia, black-and-white, black-throated blue, black-throated Green,
and palm warblers are in the mix. eastern phoebes nest under the bridge, and eastern
towhees nest in the laurel nearby, adding to the resident birds regularly seen here.

this stop is a fitting place to end our tour. there are, as I mentioned earlier, many
more trails or primitive roads to explore in erving state forest, as indicated on the
map.

essentially, the access road to laurel lake recreational area in erving state
forest is the only area accessible by car in the forest, with the exception of the road to
the camping area. the main paved road continues out of the park and exits onto
orange road in warwick. the campground area is on a paved road (not indicated as
paved on the map), and is another spot that can be birded. the camping area does not
open for vehicular traffic until after Memorial day, so it must be walked. like the
hiking trail that I described earlier, this road brings you up to a slightly higher
elevation where the tree canopy is a little more accessible or viewable, a welcome
relief to the neck after looking straight up for a few hours. the empty campsites also
create clearings in an otherwise heavily wooded area, which allow for good viewing.



this is a fine place to see broad-winged hawk, hairy, downy, and pileated
woodpeckers,yellow-bellied sapsucker, Great crested flycatcher, least flycatcher,
eastern wood-pewee, red-eyed and blue-headed vireos, thrushes, and common
migrant and resident warblers. as in any diverse habitat, rarities can be encountered
with a little luck and patience. 

overall, laurel lake recreational area is an easily accessible place just off a
main highway, which can be birded in a relatively short time or at a more leisurely
pace, depending on where you are heading on your way through the area. It is a place
where I rarely, if ever, run into other birders, so it is for the most part undiscovered by
the birding community. check it out this spring! 

Mark Taylor is an avid birder who has led birdwatching field trips for the Athol Bird and
Nature Club and the Brookline Bird Club. He has written a bird-finding guide titled “Birding in
Northfield,” which was published in bird observer February, 2002 (30:5-12) and subsequently
published as a chapter in the new bird finding Guide to western Massachusetts. Mark has
lived in Northfield for 18 years and has traveled extensively throughout the U.S. and maritime
Canada pursuing his passion for birds.
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fall 2003 Migration of ruby-throated hummingbirds
in new england

Sharon Stichter

Editor’s Note. This article is a revised and expanded version of a report that first
appeared on the New England Hummers website on 10/27/03. For a fuller description
of the project, please see the website at <http://www.nehummers.com>. At the site you
can also sign up to be a Site Monitor for 2004.

ruby-throated hummingbirds are common nesters in new england, but each
year these diminutive birds travel to Mexico and central america to spend the winter.
how late do they stay in new england in the fall? have the “last observed” dates
been getting later in recent years? do the birds depart “all at once,” or are there ebbs
and flows of migration? are there observable changes that can indicate the beginning
of hummingbird migration?

over the 2003 season the new england hummers research project collected data
on these questions as part of a study of the migration, distribution, and population
fluctuations of Archilochus colubris in our region. this report is based on three
sources of information: 1) data from our site Monitors; 2) reports from the many
other observers who took the time to report their sightings to new england hummers
or to the state listserves Massbird, nh.birds, rI birds, and Maine-birds; and 3) the
reports from hawkcount.org from two Massachusetts hawkwatch sites. our research
utilizes citizen observation as its primary source of data. we now have about 50 site
Monitors scattered across new england, mostly in Massachusetts and new
hampshire, who keep watch on their hummingbird feeders throughout the season and
report specified observations. there are pros and cons to this type of “citizen science.”
a large-scale banding study of hummingbirds might also provide excellent data on
population and migration, but at present there is hardly any banding of hummingbirds
taking place in our region, and none of ruby-throats. observations from dedicated
“hummer enthusiasts” are therefore an important alternative, and in fact, results from
similar projects such as cornell university’s feederwatch have been shown to
correlate well with results from other types of studies.

new england hummers has also been receiving and following up on the annual
sightings of Selasphorus and other vagrant western hummingbirds in the northeast.
small numbers of these birds have been seen in our region each fall for the past few
years; ten were reported in 2002, and seven in 2003. a report on this fascinating
phenomenon is forthcoming.

The Beginning of Migration
In general, the onset of ruby-throat migration seems to be indicated by three

changes: an increase in the number of birds at some feeders (collection points),
increased consumption of nectar to put on fat, and in some situations an increase in



aggressiveness at feeders. these changes have been reported in the literature about
ruby-throats, and new england observers this year noted them as well.  

the first reports of ruby-throats in new england preparing for migration came
from new hampshire, western Massachusetts, and rhode Island. on august 14
rachel edwards of raymond, new hampshire, wrote to nh birds, “I have seen an
increase in the number of male ruby-throated hummingbirds at my feeders since last
weekend. last evening they were very active at the feeders and some were fighting
for a spot at one feeder. I believe they have begun to migrate.” on august 23 in
western Massachusetts, rob ranney of deerfield reported to Massbird that he’d seen
no hummers at his feeders in four days, and he thought they’d migrated.

adult male hummers are known to migrate before females and hatch-year birds.
It is possible that males could leave one yard, then move around, but it is usually
assumed that they move directly south. banding data would be needed to establish
their precise patterns. by mid-august this year, four of our site Monitors in
Massachusetts and new hampshire reported that the adult male(s) they had watched
through June and July had gone. taken together, our 2003 reports from all sources and
areas suggest that most males and some females had begun to migrate by mid- to late
august. william M. baird, loudon, new hampshire, like a number of hummingbird
observers, has kept detailed historical records of departure dates at his site. he writes
that the adult males in his yard “generally leave the last week in august every year
(on cue, like clockwork). leaving the current year’s young and females to feed at our
feeders until the middle to end of september.... we have noticed in past years that we
occasionally get a migrant adult male or two stopping by to feed as late as the second
week of september.”

a number of observers noticed the increase in feeding, and aggressive activity
that generally indicates the beginning of migration. the increased competition could
be caused by new birds arriving, or by a greater need to eat. lisa bartok and frank
lawson, observers in errol in the new hampshire mountains, wrote on august 14
that their five to six hummers had “been on a feeding frenzy for two weeks now.” Jim
porter, of west Greenwich, rhode Island, wrote to rI birds that on august 18,
“seemingly out of nowhere, between six and nine ruby-throats began an all-out brawl
over our feeder. It continued for a good half-hour, with the hummers of various sexes
buzzing, darting and weaving around.…” he concluded, “Methinks a few of the
hummers have actually begun their long journey to their winter cottages….”

along this line, lynne roberson, a perceptive observer in hinsdale,
Massachusetts, wrote to new england hummers that “we have also noticed that as
the season gets closer to migration time, the number of sips each bird takes from the
feeder increases. I have observed a single bird taking up to 28 sips at one sitting.”
wow! similarly, phil brown, of essex, Massachusetts, who had a couple of adult
males vying for yard boss, wrote on august 13 that “the males have gone from
feeding lightly each time they visited the feeders to feeding very heavily with each
visit. no more trying to stay light through the day to defend their territory.”
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Patterns of Migration
Table 1: Late/Last Sightings Reported, Massachusetts, 2003

Region/ Town Date: Last Total Date: Last Observer
County Sighting Sightings Adult Male

East
Middlesex acton 9/01 8/28 b. schmitz
Middlesex Marlborough 9/06 t. spahr
Middlesex carlisle 9/08 c. derouin
essex Gloucester 9/08 d. peloquin
essex Marblehead 9/08 r. kipp
essex Ipswich 9/08 9/01 s. ffolliott
essex newbury 9/09 s. stichter
essex haverhill 9/09 p. priscilla
norfolk Quincy 9/09 l. tyrala
Middlesex lexington 9/13 M. rines
Middlesex Groton 9/13 9/13 J. lisk-Gonzales
essex plum Island 9/17 p. arrigo
essex boxford 9/18 9/02 k. disney
Middlesex wayland 9/19 M. peebles
essex essex 9/20 9/05 p. brown
essex nahant 9/22 d. saffarewich
essex newburyport 8/24 s. McGrath
Total Reports-E 16
Average Date-E 9/12

SE Mass
bristol westport 9/05 e. santos
plymouth duxbury 9/09 9/09 e. lackey
barnstable harwich 9/10 M. tuttle
barnstable dennis/harwich 9/10 d. silverstein
barnstable falmouth 9/11 G. Gove
barnstable n. falmouth 9/13 9/02 I. nisbet
bristol westport 9/15 o. elias
bristol s. dartmouth 9/15 c. sickul
barnstable falmouth 9/20 M. tarafa
barnstable Mattapoisett 9/28 M. sylvia
Total Reports-SE 10
Average Date-SE 9/14

Central/
Valley
hampshire amherst 9/06 d. norton
worcester athol 9/07 d. small
worcester princeton 9/09 J. dekker
hampshire florence 9/10 t. Gagnon
worcester Gardner 9/13 t. pirro
hampshire south hadley 9/14 l. rogers
franklin deerfield 9/15 9/01 r. ranney
worcester leicester 9/18 M. rowden
franklin new salem 9/27 b. lafley
franklin deerfield 9/29 rba w. Mass
worcester berlin 9/30 f., M. howes
worcester athol 9/11 e. baldwin
worcester upton 10/07 r. brill
Total Reports-C 12
Average Date-C 9/18



West
berkshire dalton 9/10 t. smith
berkshire florida 9/18 t. smith
berkshire new Marlborough 9/27 c. M.
berkshire tyringham 9/30 9/05 d. naventi
berkshire pittsfield 10/03 M. thorne
berkshire lenox 10/12 t. collins/

s. kellogg
Total Reports-W 6
Average Date-W 9/27

TOTAL REPORTS-MA 44 12

sources: about half the reports in table 1 are from ne hummers site Monitors, and represent
the last sightings seen at yards with feeders; the rest are field reports posted on Massbird.
note: the number of reports does not equal the number of birds seen.

regional variations. the number and geographical distribution of the
Massachusetts reports in table 1 make them a reasonable though not scientifically
representative sample of areas around the state. the list includes a diversity of
locations, elevations, and ecological units. however, western Massachusetts is not as
well represented as other regions. still, it is noticeable and interesting that the average
date of hummingbird departures gets later and later as one moves westward. the three
latest sightings in the state this year, 10/03 in pittsfield, 10/07 in upton, and 10/12 in
lenox, were all in the central and western parts of the state. this phenomenon is not
as noticeable in previous years, however (see below). berkshire, franklin, and
worcester counties have large areas of the wooded habitat that ruby-throats like, and
it may be that hummer populations are higher in those regions than in eastern
Massachusetts. 

Table 2: Late/Last Hummingbird Sightings, Rhode Island, 
New Hampshire and Maine 2003

State/County Town Date: Last Total Date: Last Observer
Sighting Sightings Adult Male

Rhode Island* napatree 9/05 c. raithel
camp cronin 9/05 J. st. Jean
Quidnesset 9/08 J. Magill
barrington 9/09 s. reinert
sisson’s pond 9/14 b. saslow
woonsocket res. 9/14 M. lynch
pt. Judith 9/19 r. ferren
napatree 9/20 c. raithel
s. kingstown 9/22 9/09 d. desimone
little compton 9/30 G. dennis

Total Reports-RI 10

NewHampshire**
londonderry 9/01 t. Murray
antrim 9/04 8/22 d., J. borges
fitzwilliam 9/06 8/23 k. olson
durham 9/10 s. standley
blue Job 9/13 hawkwatch
errol 9/14 9/10 lisa, frank
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raymond 9/18 9/01 r. edwards
concord 9/20 J. hills
windham 9/21 9/01 p. arrigo
newbury 9/22 c. Martin
chichester 9/28 M. suomala
hancock 9/29 e. Masterson
hillsboro 10/02 I. Macleod
loudon 8/26 w. baird

Total Reports-NH 13

Maine** egg rock 9/07 w. townsend
lubec 9/17 9/05 d.J. pressley
portage 9/18 Mainebirdalert
kennebunkport 9/21 r. duddy
Monhegan Isl 9/23 t. vazzano
Georgetown 10/02 Mainebirdalert
bar harbor 10/03 r. crowley

Total Reports-ME 7

TOTAL-3 States 30 8

sources: *reports from rI site Monitors, rI birds, and Field Notes of Rhode Island Birds,
august-september, 2003
**reports from nh and Me site Monitors, nh.birds, and Maine-birds
note: the numbers of reports are not the same as number of birds seen, since some sightings
are of multiple birds.

the number of reports from each of the states in table 2 is not as large as that for
Massachusetts, and geographical coverage of the reports is not as thorough.
nevertheless, some comments can be made. departure dates in new hampshire and
Maine run the gamut from early to late. the rhode Island average departure date of
september 15 is not as much later than the new hampshire average departure date of
september 17, as one might have expected, but earlier. correlations with latitude and
elevation cannot be discerned in such a small number of reports, nor can peak dates or
waves. but it is interesting that last sightings at such far northern points as portage,
errol, and lubec were from mid-september, and not any earlier. In addition, the
september 10 report of an adult male in errol is among the latest we have for males.
also interesting is that midcoast and downeast Maine (Georgetown and bar harbor),
as well as hillsboro, new hampshire, provided some of the latest sightings in new
england (october 2 and 3). only the october 7 sighting in upton, Massachusetts, two
october 8 and 9 connecticut sightings, and the october 12 sighting in lenox,
Massachusetts, are later. 

the prize for the most hair-raising late sighting goes to bob crowley, for this
october 3 report from Maine:

Just got back from bar harbor. while having dinner friday night, at about 5
pm, at the route 66 restaurant, 21 cottage st, bar harbor, we saw a female
ruby-throat trapped in the high ceiling, 20 feet or more. It had been there we
were told since 10 that morning. It escaped while we were there through an
open door. I am sure it was a female ruby-throated hummingbird. we
observed it through our binoculars for half an hour. 



thank goodness she escaped! another fascinating report was from william
townsend, who on september 7 at egg rock in frenchman bay, saw four ruby-
throats migrating over open water.

Table 3: Reports of Late and Last Sighting by Date, 2003

Date Mass RI NH + ME Total
9/01 1 1 2
9/02 0 0
9/03 0 0
9/04 0 1 1
9/05 1 2 3
9/06 2 1 3
9/07 1 1 2
9/08 4# 1 5#
9/09 5# 1 6#
9/10 4# 1 5#
9/11 2 2
9/12 0 0
9/13 4# 1 5#
9/14 1 2 1 4
9/15 2 2
9/16 0 0
9/17 1 1 2
9/18 3# 2 5#
9/19 1 1 2
9/20 2 1 1 4
9/21 0 2 2
9/22 1 1 1 3
9/23 0 1 1
9/24 0 0
9/25 0 0
9/26 0 0
9/27 2 2
9/28 1 1 2
9/29 1 1 2
9/30 2 1 3
10/01 0 0
10/02 0 2 2
10/03 1 1 2
10/04 0 0
10/05 0 0
10/06 0 0
10/07 1 1
10/08 0 0
10/12 1 1

Total 44 10 20 74

source: data from tables 1 and 2.
# = possible peak migration days

ebbs and flows of Migration. table 3 aggregates the data from tables 1 and 2 by
date. again, the number of reports from rhode Island, new hampshire, and Maine is
not large enough to support generalizations for those states individually; however, the
daily ebbs and flows of departures can be approximated in the data for Massachusetts
and for the four states as a whole. other observational studies of ruby-throat
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migration (e.g., willimont, senner, and Goodrich, 1988; see the discussion below)
have found such “peaks” and “waves” in the flow of migrants. examining the new
england data suggests that there may be such “peaks” and “waves” of migration here,
although further data from subsequent years would be needed to confirm or
disconfirm this hypothesis. In particular, larger numbers of reports for any given year
would be needed to conclusively establish the actual dates of the ebbs and flows.

table 3 suggests that the most likely “peak” migration days in 2003 for our
region were september 8 through 10, september 13, and september 18. these are
marked with a # in the table. each of these dates or date clusters has three to five
reports from the Massachusetts sample, and five to six reports in the sample as a
whole. statistical analysis is probably not appropriate here, but it may be worth noting
that 29 percent of the total of 44 Massachusetts reports came on the three days of
september 8-10, yet those three days are only 7 percent of the 42 day reporting
period.

two other observations lend some support to the notion of a september 8-10
migration wave. first, the highest daily number (four) reported from the blueberry
hill hawk watch site came on september 9 (table 4). second, in essex county, seven
of the nine reports are from established yard sites, and at five of these the last resident
birds left september 8 or 9 (table 1). 

Table 4: Hawk Watch Hummingbird Sightings, Massachusetts 2003

Date Blueberry Hill Barre Falls Total Related
Granville, MA Barre, MA Sightings

8/24 0 nr 0
8/25 2 nr 2
8/26 2 nr 2
8/27 2 nr 2
8/28 0 7 7 5–t. Gagnon
8/29 3 nr 3
8/30 2 nr 2
8/31 2 nr 2
9/01 nr nr
9/02 nr nr
9/03 2 nr 2
9/04 nr nr
9/05 2 2 4
9/06 0 0 0
9/07 2 3 5
9/08 0 0 0
9/09 4 # 1 5
9/10 1 0 1
9/11 1 0 1
9/12 0 3 3
9/13 0 0 0
9/14 nr nr
9/15 0 nr 0
9/16 1 1 2
9/17 2 0 2 1-t. Gagnon
9/18 0 0 0
9/19 0 nr 0
9/20 0 0 0



9/21 0 0 0
9/22 0 0 0

Total 28 17 45

source: hawkcount.org reports, as posted on Massbird. blueberry hill data reviewed by John
weeks; barre falls data by barton kamp.
note: these data are from the two Massachusetts sites with an adequate series of reports and
sightings. numbers of birds are not standardized by person-hours of effort, partly because
hummingbird counting was incidental to raptor counting. participants spent from four to eight
hours a day observing.  nr= no report, often due to rain.

some evidence suggests that there were probably many migrants leaving in late
august, a movement which is not captured in the reports above. there is a rather
consistent series of blueberry hill hawkwatch sightings (about two per day) from
august 25 through 31, and one day with the rather high number of seven sightings at
the barre falls hawk watch on august 28 (table 4). In addition, the following list of
all august-september hummer sightings on plum Island refuge, courtesy of tom
wetmore, suggests some migration. but considering that there are active birders on
plum Island nearly every day, it is surprising that more migrating hummers were not
seen. 

14 aug 2003: 1: r. heil
23 aug 2003: 2, road at pines: t. wetmore
26 aug 2003: 3: r. heil
29 aug 2003: 1, lot 7: M. stone
17 sep 2003: 1, road twixt lots six and seven: p. arrigo

If there are surges or waves of migration, they are probably related to weather.
this may be the explanation for the cluster of reports that came on september 18.
this group of migrants was leaving during the high winds of hurricane Isabel. there
are no hawkwatch sightings of ruby-throats after september 18, so the hurricane may
have persuaded a lot of birds to migrate.

for example, dorothy naventi, who tends the tyringham (berkshire county) site,
reported that the last of her several adult females had left by september 19, after the
hurricane (and many juveniles left earlier, on august 28). “we had high winds all day
thursday (9/18) and that night…so friday morning I think she finally took the hint
and left.” eleven days later, on september 30, she reported a new female or juvenile,
which was just passing through. similarly, the bird seen by richard brill on october 7
in upton had not been seen there previously; it nectared only briefly, and then moved
on.

In general, the experience of most site Monitors is that there is a great deal of
turnover of birds in their yards in the fall, with some birds leaving and others arriving.
for example, barbara schmitz of acton, Massachusetts, had five hummers on august
28, of which three had been “regulars” for a while and two were newcomers. all of
them left right after that date, however. rob ranney had a similar experience in
deerfield: all of his regulars left about august 19, leaving him thinking that was the
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end for the season, but then new birds showed up later, on september 1 and 15. and
Ian nisbet in north falmouth wrote that “Judging by the consumption of syrup, about
two-thirds of my birds left on the night of 6-7 september, but I still have at least three
here today.” these fluctuations may be caused by, or be evidence of, a “wave” pattern
of migration.

departure of adult Males. It is well known that adult male ruby-throats migrate
south earlier than do females and hatch-year birds, and the data in tables 1 and 2
support this generalization. september 3 was the average “last sighting” date for adult
males in Massachusetts, whereas september 18 was the average for all migrants. one
site Monitor who had a large number of semi-resident males this summer was phil
brown, of essex, Massachusetts, who reports that whereas he had four adult males on
august 31, all of them were gone by september 5. the latest report of an adult male
in Massachusetts or the region was a september 11 field report from athol,
Massachusetts, by earle baldwin.

the average “last sighting” date for the other three states together was august 27,
again earlier than the average for all migrants. new hampshire provided both the
earliest departure date for males, august 22, reported by a site Monitor in antrim, and
one of the latest male departure dates, september 10 from a site Monitor in errol. the
september 9 “last seen” date from a site Monitor in south kingstown, rhode Island,
is also among the latest for the region. 

data from Massachusetts hawk watches. the observations in table 4 span the
period august 25 through september 17 and show small daily fluctuations in
numbers. one surprising fact is that there were no hummingbirds reported on any day
after september 17 at either site, although hawk watches continued daily for many
weeks after that date. reports from our site Monitors and other observers, many of
whom were at lower elevations, confirm that there were still many hummers around
after september 17. perhaps high-elevation flights became less common after the
arrival of strong winds from hurricane Isabel on september 18, or perhaps the
variation is due to chance. In 2002, by contrast, hummingbirds were seen at the
blueberry hill hawk watch after mid-september (communication from John weeks,
10/9/03). 

Massachusetts late sightings over the last five years. the last-observed dates
for ruby-throats for the last few years in Massachusetts, according to data from
Massbird and Bird Observer, are listed in table 5. (data supplied courtesy of Marjorie
rines.) an interesting point is that sightings have been later in 2003 than in any
previous year except 1999. however, five years is not a long time over which to study
annual variations, and many explanations are possible, such as: random variation,
increased observer vigilance, a short season forcing ruby-throats to stay longer to put
on needed fat, or a long season resulting in “lingering.” 



Table 5: Massachusetts Late Sightings, 1999 – 2003

Year Last Day Location Observers
2003 oct 12 lenox t. collins/s. kellogg

oct 7 upton r. brill
oct 3 pittsfield M. thorne

2002 sept 25 pittsfield t. collins
sept 24 newburyport t. carrolan
sept 23 Granville J. weeks

2001 sept 27 chilmark a. keith
sept 23 sudbury ssbc/ b. howell
sept 20 lenox r. laubach

2000 oct 1 nantucket r. stymeist
sept 23 westfield allen bc/ J. hutchinson
sept 23 burlington M. rines

1999 oct 17 northampton t. Gagnon
oct 2 newton brookline bc/ f. bouchard
sept 30 Granville J. weeks

Discussion and Conclusion   
a major study of ruby-throated hummingbird migration in the northeast was

done at hawk Mountain sanctuary, pennsylvania, in 1985 (willimont, senner, and
Goodrich 1988). conclusions were based on a total of 120 migrating birds counted at
that site. at hawk Mountain in that year, the migration spanned the period august 8 –
september 25 and peaked august 26-30. at waggoner’s Gap, pennsylvania, that year,
migration peaked on august 23; five other northeast hawk watches did not begin early
enough that year to capture the august peak. likewise, the Massachusetts hawk
watches this year, though starting relatively early on august 24, still did not begin
early enough to clearly demonstrate the pattern of migration in august. 

at hawk Mountain in 1985, there were also two september peak migration days,
september 6 and 11. thus, this study does lend support to the “wave” imagery of
migration. as bob sargent puts it in his popular guide to ruby-throated
hummingbirds, “like wave after wave of restless surf surging on the beach, these tiny
neotropical migrants press on. while technically not in true flocks, huge numbers of
ruby-throats stretch across the eastern united states along an east-west front”
(sargent 1999, p. 72). 

wind direction and velocity. In the northeast united states, migrating
hummingbirds are thought to benefit from the same strong northwest winds as raptors
and songbirds do: it is suggested that the wind helps them to conserve energy. the
1985 hawk Mountain study showed many more birds observed on days with higher
wind speeds, and the highest count days were correlated with the arrival of cold fronts
with strong northwest winds.

for the blueberry hill hawk watch data, however, no clear correlation between
wind speed and direction could be ascertained, probably because of the low overall
numbers of birds observed (28, compared with 120 at hawk Mountain). for example,
the two highest count days at blueberry hill were september 9, when winds were ne
at 5-15 mph, and august 29, when winds were from the southwest at 10-20 mph. one
or two hummers were often seen on days of very light (0-10 mph) winds.
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temporal span. In the 1985 study, more than 90 percent of all hummers counted
had been seen by september 14, i.e., between august 8 and september 14, giving a
five-week span for the bulk of the migration through that point. In the 2003
Massachusetts hawk watches, 100 percent of all hummers seen had been counted by
september 17 (i.e., between august 25 and september 17). as mentioned, the
Massachusetts hawk watches did not begin early enough to yield a date for the
beginning of the migration at those points. In general, ruby-throat fall migration is
thought to be temporally compressed compared with that of western species such as
the rufous and allen’s hummingbirds.

Migration pathways. It is not known whether ruby-throats use defined corridors
or “migration pathways” during the fall migration. the hawk Mountain study asserted
that “the ridges of the appalachian Mountains are major routes for southbound
migrants” (willimont et al., p. 482). others have referred to inland rivers and lakes
(which are traditional feeding areas for ruby-throats) and the atlantic coast as
constituting flyways for hummers, as they do for waterfowl and other birds. for at
least one known flyway, the texas gulf coast, there is good evidence of use by
thousands of hummers in the fall, but beyond that there is actually very little solid
evidence that migrating hummers are found only in corridors and not in the areas
between corridors. (see the post by ron rovansek to humnet, august 31, 1999.) the
imagery used by bob sargent, referred to above, of a continuous east-to-west
“blanket” of birds moving south in the fall may be just as accurate.   

other aspects of fall Migration. not enough is known about the daily timing of
ruby-throated hummingbird migration over land. It is usually assumed that this
migration is done during midday. as the hawk Mountain study by willimont pointed
out, “…the first hours of daylight must be used to replenish their energy reserves after
a night’s fast. at the end of the day, they must refuel before fasting for the night. the
midday hours, in effect, may be the only time available for protracted migration
flights, and it is during these hours that we counted the most migrants…” (p. 487).
this suggests a daily “short-hop” strategy in southward flights, rather than the
extended stops during a prolonged migration which are characteristic of the western
rufous hummingbird. however, it is not known exactly how far ruby-throats migrate
in one day, or how long they stop between flights.

It is important to note that migration habits over land may differ from the
prolonged flights necessary to cross the Gulf of Mexico. the journey over the Gulf
likewise needs much more study. bob sargent, who operates the well-known banding
station at fort Morgan, alabama, has found that almost all of his incoming birds in
the spring arrive in the dark of night, meaning that they have made a nonstop
nocturnal migration over the Gulf. he and others believe that the fall migration, by
contrast, is probably both trans-gulf and circum-gulf, along the texas coast, and that
more research is needed. (see the discussion on humnet, september 11 and 19, 2002.)
Indeed, sheri williamson (2001, p.191) says that the southward migration appears to
be largely overland, rather than over the Gulf; however, sargent reports that color-
marked birds in the fall with heavy fat rarely remain in alabama longer than one day,
and are often observed to depart in the late afternoon, suggesting a nocturnal flight



(robinson, sargent, and sargent 1996). this in turn suggests that these birds are
moving directly across the Gulf.

one way or another, most of “our” new england hummers have by now arrived
in Mexico and central america. we wish them a safe journey, and look forward to
their return in 2004!
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2004 USFWS National Coastal Wetlands Conservation Grant Projects

Quivet Marsh/Crowes Pasture Acquisition. Massachusetts department of
environmental Management will protect 386 acres with perpetual conservation
easements on wetlands and adjacent uplands on the north shore of cape cod within
the towns of dennis and brewster. this area is designated as part of the federal
coastal barrier resources system and is the largest remaining area of unprotected,
undeveloped land on the cape cod coast.

partners: town of brewster, town of dennis, the compact of cape cod
conservation trusts, brewster conservation trust, dennis conservation trust, save
the crowe, association for the preservation of cape cod, orenda wildlife land
trust, and two private landowners.

coastal grant request: $1,000,000 
state share: $ 500,000 
partner share: $6,267,750

Sandy Neck/Barnstable Marsh Barrier Beach System Land Acquisition and
Restoration. the Massachusetts department of environmental Management, in
cooperation with the state’s division of Marine fisheries and the Massachusetts
wetlands restoration partnership, will purchase conservation restrictions on 75
acres of barrier beach frontage within the sandy neck barrier beach wetland
complex bordering the north shore of cape cod. the towns of sandwich and
barnstable will ultimately purchase the property. In addition, they will restore 40
acres of tidal saltmarsh by replacing an undersized culvert under a state highway to
improve tidal exchange. the project site is in a state-designated area of critical
environmental concern because it provides exceptional habitat for a diverse array
of species. In conjunction with the project, the barnstable land trust and the town
of sandwich will grant conservation restrictions to the state on an additional 244
acres.

partners: town of barnstable, town of sandwich, the nature conservancy,
barnstable land trust, Massachusetts corporate wetlands restoration partnership,
the national oceanographic and atmospheric administration, and the natural
resources conservation service.

coastal grant request: $1,000,000 
state share: $ 208,741 
partner share: $ 809,062

for more information on this program, see
<http://www.fws.gov/cep/cwgcover.html>.



two naturalists buy a swamp*
*with apologies to edwin way teale

David Larson and Susan Carlson

on november 23, 2002, we moved to bradford, Massachusetts (part of
haverhill). this move was quite a relocation after 16 years on the south shore, but
we knew we were in for something good as soon as we laid eyes on the spot. our first
official yard bird was a belted kingfisher, which flew chattering across the yard while
we were moving in. not a bad bird to be number one on anyone’s yard list!

the house itself is modest but, as the man said, it has location, location, location.
first of all, it is set on the side of a hill, looking northwest. the backyard is tiny, a
strip of lawn between the house and a woodlot belonging to our neighbor. our feeding
station is up against the edge of the woods, in easy view of the back sunroom. the
front yard is a different matter. aside from too much lawn and a one-lane right-of-
way, it consists of a weedy and brushy field, a creek, and two acres of red maple
swamp (fig. 1). the combination of the hill, the edges, the swamp, and the weedy
field in the Merrimack river valley makes for very promising bird habitat!

after the first week, we had
picked up many of the common
winter resident birds, and a
winter wren on november 30
was a nice treat. on december
8, a first-winter male baltimore
oriole showed up at our feeder
(fig. 2) and stayed until early
January. the winter months
were slow for new birds though
we kept a good watch: we
participate in project
feederwatch for the cornell
laboratory of ornithology (see
<http://birds.cornell.edu/pfw/>),
and so our feeding station gets
good coverage in the winter.
new yard birds started flying in and over in earnest in March, with common
Grackles, red-winged blackbirds, killdeer, eastern bluebirds, and eastern phoebes.
american woodcock displayed over the yard; we could hear five at once on March
21. Great blue herons and Green herons flew into the swamp almost daily. on
March 29, seven wild turkeys visited our backyard feeding station. on april 5 two of
them fell asleep on the deck railing (fig. 3), mesmerizing the cats and blowing us
away. our first ruby-throated hummingbird arrived on May 3 (on august 31, they
brought their kid), and our first wood warbler (black-and-white) arrived the next day.
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Figure 1: aerial photograph of our yard, showing the
house and the red maple swamp. photograph by david
larson taken July 30, 2003.
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rose-breasted Grosbeaks showed up
on May 8 and produced two broods
during the summer. Gray catbirds and
yellow warblers nested down by the
creek. In July, august, and september,
we heard eastern screech owls
whinnying, complementing the Great
horned owls we had heard duetting in
the winter. In July, blue-winged
warblers fed their young in our yard,
and young warbling vireos foraged in
our trees.

on august 22, susan watched a
young bald eagle fly over the yard.
upon checking our list, we found that
that bird was our 90th species! all of a

sudden, we had a goal. could we find 100 species during our first year? after all, we
had plenty of time left. the guessing game started. what would be the next species? a
duck flying over? a fall sparrow? 

september brought, as
highlights, a canada warbler, a
spotted sandpiper, a brown
thrasher, and a philadelphia
vireo. october started slowly,
but rusty blackbirds brought
us to 98, and a palm warbler
made 99. the guesses were
flying faster than the birds. on
october 14, with a month yet
to go on our year, a ruby-
crowned kinglet popped up as
species number 100, followed
about 10 seconds later by a
Golden-crowned. wilson’s
snipe became species number
102 at the end of that month as
two almost impaled susan in
the twilight. 

then the fates intervened and gave us a really nice bird. a dilemma-type bird.
we were checking the weedy field on november 1 when we saw a yellowish blur
disappear into the brush. was it the common yellowthroat, still hanging around?
after an interminable wait, a first winter male MacGillivray’s warbler popped up.
that bird skulked around for a few days but, because of the neighborhood (quiet

Figure 2: first winter male baltimore oriole at
our cracked sunflower feeder with an american
tree sparrow. photograph by david larson taken
december 8, 2002.

Figure 3: two wild turkeys on our deck railing, with a
very frustrated indoor cat. photograph by david larson
taken april 5, 2003.



neighbors on a one-lane private road with an abundance of three-year-olds), we
decided that we could not publicize it. 

we ended up our first year of residence with a total of 106 species of birds, the
last of which we tallied when two pine siskins showed up at our thistle feeder. while
our second year will not produce 100 more bird species, we’re sure we’ll get some
nice ones. number 107 was a very obliging common redpoll; number 108, during
the february 7 ice storm, was a northern shrike.

we had a wonderful year getting used to the area, a different constellation of
birds, and lots of mammals, amphibians, and insects. and the swamp is changing. the
beavers have been working, and most of the swamp is quite flooded now. we even
moved our canoe down there so that we can indulge in a little floating natural history.
who knows, perhaps we’ll have a Great blue heron rookery before long. 

some of the year one highlights included:

- watching a pair of wood ducks land in a tree in the swamp and later feed in the
flooded forest with their young

- choruses of spring peepers, wood frogs, american toads, green frogs, bullfrogs,
and gray tree frogs

- house wrens double clutching in the backyard – that’s a lot of wrens!
- watching the northern lights on october 30 from our backyard
- rivers of grackles, 100 birds wide and flowing from horizon to horizon, heading

to or from the Methuen roost in the fall
- white-tailed deer, red fox, muskrat, beaver, eastern cottontail, raccoon, opossum,

striped skunk, and various small rodents
- learning new plants and insects and spiders and things that go bump in the

night. 

David Larson is the Education Coordinator for the Joppa Flats Education Center and Wildlife
Sanctuary (Mass Audubon) in Newburyport and the Production Editor for bird observer.
Susan Carlson is a manager at a biotech company in Cambridge and a copy editor for bird
observer. Neither of the authors has any idea of how they managed to find the time to see all
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birding in Massachusetts 123 years ago

Robert H. Stymeist

It’s not hard to imagine: an instant mess age on your computer, a Gyrfalcon has
been sighted in the northampton Meadows. the reporter is on the scene with his
latest toy, a notebook-sized computer, watching the Gyr devouring a common
Merganser just plucked from the connecticut river. It’s a big duck and it’s going to
be here awhile — come on down! It’s almost nine o’clock, you’re in the office in
boston, and all of a sudden you become sick, so sick you have to leave for home. In
less than three hours you are there! the bird is still perched, a little less merganser,
but you have added him to your life list. the next day you’re back at work — just the
twenty-four-hour flu, thank God, you tell your coworkers. birding is easy these days!

In the following account from william brewster’s journal, Mr. brewster learns of
the arrival of rough-legged hawks in the northampton area on March 13 by a letter.
planning to leave boston is an ordeal; on the afternoon of March 16 brewster boards
a train for springfield. he has to spend the night in springfield before he can catch
the next train to northampton the following morning. a half a day to get to
northampton — you were there in less than three hours! It truly was an event to go
birding over 100 years ago. the tripod has since replaced the rifle, and instead of
specimens we can take photographs, even instant ones, back from a day of birding.

Most of what we know of north american birds is based on the careful work of
ornithologists like william brewster who, using the tools of their time, shot birds in
order to collect and study them. he was tireless in his observations and had a distinct
style of writing; reading his journal you can sense his enthusiasm and his desire to
know more of the bird he is watching. I hope you will enjoy the following account.

Gleanings from the Journal of william brewster

March 17, 1881 northampton, Massachusetts

at the invitation of Mr. e. o. damon I made a second trip to northampton to
study the habits of the rough-legs during this spring migration and to procure
specimens. leaving boston on the afternoon of the 16th I spent the night at
springfield and taking the early morning train to northampton met Mr. damon at the
depot. his report concerning the presence of the Archibuteos was very encouraging.
for the first time in many years they did not winter in the valley although a single
individual was being seen through January, february and early March. on March 13
however Mr. damon saw several from his house and driving over a portion of the
adjoining intervals during the afternoon of the same day he observed no less than
twenty individuals. he thought they arrived that day on masse.

Getting ready as quickly as possible we were soon driving across the broad
intervals and to my great delight the rough-legs proved to be still on the ground in
considerable numbers. upon approaching the first group of noble elms that grow to
such great size on this rich bottom land we counted no less than five hawks in sight
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at once and during the forenoon at least twenty were seen. but ill luck awaited us.
damon killed the first bird he shot at, stalking it from behind a barn. but the second
he missed and his horse which I was holding broke into a furious run and I had great
difficulty in stopping him while the strain of pulling on the reins weakened my broken
arm so seriously that I did not dare to run the risk of trying it again! accordingly as
our only resource (I being unable to jump from the wagon with the horse going at a
fast trot, as damon is in the habit of doing before firing) I was left concealed in a
shed while he drove the birds about in hopes of getting them to alight on a tree that
grew within long range of my ambush. two birds were successfully driven near but I
got neither although both went off very badly wounded. finally we returned to dinner
with only one bird.

In the afternoon I started out again with Mr. Maynard, a friend of damon’s. we
took a stable horse, an excellent, steady beast well trained for the work in hand!
Maynard’s method is different from damon’s. he shoots from the buggy, placing one
foot on the step and rising just before raising his gun. had the hawks been as
numerous as in the forenoon we should have made a good bag, but they were scarce
and very shy. however we succeeded in killing three, one of which I shot from a tall
elm while Maynard cut down the other two from on wing, making superb shots each
time with the horse going at a sharp trot! we went around the “ox-bows” later in the
afternoon, seeing no hawks, but running across a flock of black ducks which
Maynard stalked laboriously and from which he shot down one at very long range. It
however got into some bushes and as we had no dog, escaped. the day was cloudy
and chilly with a piercing north-east wind. the valley land was bare and brown but
Mt. holyoke and Mt. tom were white with snow.

I passed the night under damon’s hospitable roof and on the morning on the next
day (March 18) we again started, Mr. Maynard accompanying us. about two inches of
snow had fallen in the night and it snowed fitfully through the forenoon. we drove
about over the upper intervals, damon, lying, hid in a barn and Maynard shooting
while I managed the horse. there were about a dozen rough-legs on the intervals but
they were so restless and shy that we could do nothing with them and we did not get a
bird though Maynard fired a number of impossibly long shots. during the experience
of both days we did not see a single red-tail or indeed any other hawk except Circus
hudsonius (northern harrier). I returned to boston in the afternoon with five rough-
legs one of which was shot by Mr. Maynard before my arrival. one of my hawks is
being mounted for the boston society, the others are cataloged: Mcz 205319,
205320, 205321, and 205322.

habits: the experience of these two days had largely added to my knowledge of
the habits of this interesting hawk and in the following account I propose to formulate
these observations. I have also added some facts, which I had from Mr. damon as
well as others obtained from Mr. Maynard.

the rough-legged hawks though still numerous in their season about
northampton do not now occur in nearly so great numbers as in former years. the old
farmers tell of fifty being killed in a day in those times and they were then
comparatively easy to approach. some ten years ago, Messrs Maynard and damon
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began to shoot them with the rifle and in 1879, the latter first began to systematically
hunt them with a shot gun and a horse. on thanksgiving day of that year twenty-five
were killed near the town by Mr. damon and his friends. during the winter of 79-80
Mr. damon alone killed over fifty.

during mild winters they remain on the intervals in considerable numbers. they
regularly go to roost about dusk in a group of yellow pines (p. rigida) {pitch pine} on
a hill to the west of the town. Mr. damon used to lie in wait for them there and shoot
them as they came in. they flew over the town singly and at a considerable height. In
the morning they returned to the interval at about sunrise. this habit is also
maintained at all seasons. I saw them yesterday flying overhead in twilight towards
Mt. tom.

so far as damon has observed the rough-legs feed entirely on mice. their
manner of hunting has been described in some notes made by me in former years so I
will not repeat it here.

their temperament varies considerably with the weather. on still days they are
usually sluggish, hunting but little and remaining on their perches for hours at a time.
during snow storms they are usually very inactive and easily approached but
sometimes exactly the reverse as was the case this morning. on windy, blustery days
they are invariably restless, shy and active darting about high in air and shifting from
tree to tree at frequent intervals. they have their favorite perches to which they soon
return after being driven away, a habit, which is often taken advantage of by the
shooters. they frequently perch on the topmost slender sprigs of the tall elms where
they swing in the wind with as much ease as a robin or a blackbird, but they are
more apt to choose those horizontal limbs about two-thirds of the distance from the
ground. they usually sit in a slovenly attitude with the body nearly erect and the
feathers ruffled. but sometimes when suspicious of danger their plumage is closely
drawn and the pose and outlines of the motionless bird is then superb. their colors
vary interminably; damon has rarely seen two alike. the dark birds look much darker
than they really are and many of them appear as black and shining as a crow. they
are peaceable and rather sociable in disposition, two and, sometimes three being seen
on the same tree. on several occasions I saw one alight on the same branch where
another sat in which case the first usually flew to the next tree with apparent good
nature. they rarely if ever swoop on their prey from their perches, their hunting being
thus carried on quite differently from that of other buteos.

their flight is easy and graceful, never hurried, rarely if ever swift, but perfectly
well sustained. they sail in a straight line across the fields like turkey buzzards but
rarely circle about as the buteos do. when about to alight they sweep downward often
nearly to the ground and rising on motionless pinions close their wings as they strike
the branch. when the topmost twigs are chosen they usually stand for a moment with
uplifted wings until they get their balance and sometimes flap once or twice in
accomplishing this. when passing overhead from one place to another, as when going
to roost, the wing beats are regular and unremitting and the flight resembles a herring
Gulls.

they were screaming incessantly this morning, the first time I ever heard these
notes. these resemble the syllables – pee, pee, plee, pl-ee uttered in a shrill whistling



tone. the cry reminded me of the spring song of the osprey but it was feebler and the
notes were less continuous. occasionally it resembled the long drawn whistle of the
black-breast plover. ordinarily Archibuteo is a very silent bird.

From: Journal of William Brewster, volume 2 pages 196-198. reprinted with
permission from the Museum of comparative zoology, harvard university.

Addendum. I was curious to find out the current status of rough-legged hawks
in the connecticut river valley, especially the northampton Meadows and how it
relates with today’s birders. tom Gagnon, a long-time birder from northampton with
a particular fondness for raptors, wrote me: “twenty to twenty-five years ago you
could always plan on seeing a rough-legged or two in the Meadows. the last fifteen
years they have been quite unusual; it seems like I rarely ever see one anymore. the
farming practices have changed, better methods of harvesting the corn with less being
left there for the rodents to feed on and exploding their populations. there are very
little grassy or weedy strips left anywhere. there used to be much asparagus grown
here in the valley and that created a great winter habitat for many species and now we
have very little grown here with zero in the east Meadows of northampton. I
consider it to be a red letter day if I should see a rough-legged hawk in the
meadows.”

Bob Stymeist has been interested in birds since 1958. He started “brown bag” birding in 1961
with his first pair of binoculars and boarded the subway in Harvard Square to visit the Arnold
Arboretum. His love of urban birding continues today and he keeps an annual list of birds
found in the City of
Boston. His other favorite
spot is Mount Auburn
Cemetery, which he didn’t
find out about until 1963,
even though it was only
two miles from his home.
He has recorded 213
species in the Cemetery.
His current project
(obsession) is trying to
find a Carolina Wren in
each of the 351 towns in
Massachusetts; currently
he has found them in 277!
Bob was a founding
member of bird observer
and served as its
President from 1978-
1984. He has been
Treasurer of the Nuttall
Ornithological Club since
1981 and has been the
Statistician for the
Brookline Bird Club since
1987.
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local birders gathered in Mount auburn cemetery at the gravesite
of william brewster on July 5, 2001, to honor the 150th anniversary
of his birth. left to right: carolyn Marsh, Janet heywood, bob
stymeist, peter vale, Marj rines, fay vale, Judy Jackson, larry
o’bryan, linda pivacek, brooke stevens, and tom Mccorkle.
photograph by John Marsh.
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huntInG rouGh-leGGed hawk by davId larson



the first annual superbowl of birding

David Larson

on January 24, 2004, the Joppa flats education center in newburyport hosted
the first annual superbowl of birding. the staff and volunteers at Joppa flats set up
this contest to publicize the great winter birding along the north coast region and to
provide a welcome diversion during a month some think of as dreary, cold, and
birdless. well, it was cold, with temperatures around 0of at the start, a high of less
than 20of, and subzero wind chills all day. but it was clear and bright, not dreary, and
anything but birdless. for 12 hours (5 a.m. to 5 p.m.), 125 participants in 25 teams
scoured essex county, Massachusetts, and rockingham county, new hampshire.
they tallied 125 species in all, breaking the January big day records for both states in
the process. participants came from throughout Massachusetts and new hampshire
and as far away as Maryland and pennsylvania.

winning a birding contest usually requires well-conceived strategy, well-planned
tactics, a lot of scouting, and copious luck. In order to make this contest more
interesting, the rules were crafted to require more than just finding as many species as
possible. Most wintering species of birds were assigned point values based on their
perceived rarity. for instance, house sparrow was worth one point, surf scoter was
worth two, rough-legged hawk brought in three points, thick-billed Murre four, and
bohemian waxwing was good for five points. any species not on the official checklist
was good for five points, but sightings had to be called in to Joppa flats (and the
phones were manned from 5 a.m. on) in order to count. the first team to report a
given write-in species got an additional three bonus points. hence, six teams called in
a field sparrow (not on the list; so worth five points), but only the first team received
eight points. birds reported to contest headquarters were posted on Massbird and nh-
birds and at Joppa flats. 

Most of the teams hit the predictable winter birding spots in the area. In
Massachusetts, nahant, Marblehead neck, rockport, Gloucester, Ipswich, rowley,
newburyport harbor, plum Island, and salisbury beach were all well-visited. that
reliable eastern screech owl on rte. 1a in rowley surely got a lot of attention all
day. In new hampshire, newmarket, portsmouth, stratham, hampton, and seabrook
were popular. the rose-breasted Grosbeak at a
feeder in derry, nh, was clearly the bird of the
day. other great birds were ruby-crowned
kinglet (boxford), brown thrasher (nahant),
northern shoveler (nahant), and common
Grackle (Gloucester). twenty-one teams found
bald eagles, but only one tallied a Merlin. other
birds found by only one team included ruffed
Grouse, thick-billed Murre, fish crow,
american pipit, bohemian waxwing, winter
wren, eastern towhee, white-crowned
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sparrow, pine siskin, fox sparrow, turkey vulture, and eastern Meadowlark.

all of the teams had to check in at Joppa flats by 5:30 p.m. (so andrew’s point
or Marblehead neck had better not be the last stop!). the contest judges (Mark
halloran, Joyce halloran, and ann Gurka) examined each team’s official check-list,
awarded bonus points, and tallied the results. while the judges were hard at work,
contestants dined on pizza and salad, chatted with friends, bragged about their
findings, and tried to warm up. 

after a welcome by bill Gette, sanctuary director of Joppa flats, Judge Mark
halloran awarded the prizes. the newbies award (2 or more team members under 18
years of age) was won by the racing ravens, including Marin and Gwen Gardner
(ages 9 and 6), who stuck it out through the whole 12 hours. the lifer award was
won by adlai faigan (age 10), who picked up 28 life birds while competing with the
shrikes. the sitting duck award was won by the sitting duck wannabes (John
halloran, leader), who birded all day from the Joppa flats building (and picked up the
only snowy owl of the contest). steve Mirick’s team, the new hampshire 4th and
longspurs, surpassed the January nh big day record with 70 species and 156 points.
the director’s cup award went to the hit squad and west hill caterers (strickland
wheelock, leader), who tied the previous Ma big day record with 77 species (154
points). the swarovski hawks (wayne petersen, paul baicich, rick heil, Jeremiah
trimble, and Jan Greenwood) amassed a new Ma January big day record 79 species
while winning the grand prize, the Joppa cup, with a total of 165 points! 

everyone who competed came away with a free subscription to Natural New
England magazine and a Mass audubon mug. prizes awarded included gift
certificates to the nature shop at Joppa flats; Mass audubon lunch bags, travel mugs,
and calendars; copies of the Nature of Massachusetts; and swarovski crystal trinkets
and embroidered caps. the Joppa cup winning team will have its name engraved on
the cup, a stunning swarovski crystal heron on a marble base, which will stay on
display at the Joppa flats education center. 

the superbowl of birding was generously sponsored by
swarovski optik; coca cola of salem, nh; Natural New England;
and the nature shop at Joppa flats. 

so, was it fun? all of the feedback was very positive and no
fingers, toes, or noses were lost. one participant, who shall remain
nameless, did venture that she did not really warm up until she was
at home and in a hot bath. but heck, if you want to enter a contest
and stay warm, there is always that one down in new Jersey.
Gwen Gardner, age 6, having immediately spent her newbies gift
certificate, exclaimed, “this is the best day of my life!” what
more could the organizers and sponsors want? 

David Larson is the Education Coordinator for the
Joppa Flats Education Center (Mass Audubon) in Newburyport and the Production Editor for
bird observer.

the Joppa cup by
davId larson



the historic status and recovery of the peregrine
falcon in Massachusetts

Thomas W. French

rusty wire and bits of rotting wood can still be found on a small shelf next to the
cliff at lighthouse hill on the west side of Quabbin reservoir’s prescott peninsula,
where archie hagar built a blind to observe and photograph a peregrine falcon aerie.
his discovery of broken eggs at this site in 1947 (hagar 1969) was the first hint that
the decline of the peregrine population in north america as a result of ddt had
begun. between forbush (1927) and hagar, a total of 15 peregrine falcon nest sites
had been identified in Massachusetts, although the exact location of one site that
appears on forbush’s map has never been determined. throughout the eastern united
states the historical population was about 275 nesting pairs (hickey 1942). once the
decline began, it was rapid. the last chicks to be raised at Massachusetts aeries were
at Mount tom, holyoke in 1950 and at Monument Mountain, Great barrington, in
1957. by 1964 there were no remaining nesting pairs in the entire eastern united
states (berger et al. 1969).

with the eventual ban of ddt in the u.s. by the federal environmental
protection agency in 1972, restoration became a possibility. the peregrine fund was
established at the cornell university laboratory of ornithology by dr. tom cade,
with the intent of producing captive-born young for release into the wild. the first
release of captive-born birds was in 1974. the following year three chicks were raised
on an old fire tower set up at the Massachusetts audubon society’s drumlin farm in
lincoln. this release was followed by a four-year effort on Mount tom from 1976
through 1979, with a total of 16 birds (3, 3, 6, and 4, respectively) being raised and
released. one of the falcons released at Mount tom in 1977 was hit by an airplane in
westfield, and another was shot and killed the same year by a hunter near brigantine,
new Jersey, but none of the other young falcons that were released in Massachusetts
in the 1970s were ever reported again.

In 1983 the state legislature established the Massachusetts nongame program,
now known as the natural heritage and endangered species program, with a
voluntary state income tax checkoff as a partial funding mechanism. the first new
project undertaken by this program was the reestablishment of peregrine falcons.
because of the history of Great horned owl predation of peregrine falcon chicks at
low elevation release sites, the John Mccormick post office and court house
building in downtown boston were chosen for the release of six falcons in 1984 and
six more in 1985. this was followed by the release of five falcons on the Murray d.
lincoln campus center building on the university of Massachusetts campus in
amherst.

In amherst all of the chicks fledged and dispersed successfully, but three were
found dead (in fairless hills, pennsylvania; Iselin, new Jersey; and chajurana,
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venezuela), while a fourth was picked up injured in hartford, connecticut, treated,
and released. In boston only three of the six chicks successfully dispersed from the
release site each year. five were killed in accidents near the release site shortly after
fledging, and one female that was found injured at logan airport was unreleasable. a
seventh bird that had been named dublin returned to the release site hobbling on one
leg with a fractured pelvis. two days later he was trapped on the post office roof and
taken to the tufts university wildlife clinic in north Grafton, where he stayed for ten
days before being released back on the roof. 

the next time dublin was seen was ten minutes after the release of the six new
falcon chicks the following year. dublin appeared out of nowhere and started dive-
bombing the new chicks on their first flights. this behavior was not unheard of: at
some release sites returning falcons even killed newly released chicks. fortunately,
dublin made a nuisance of himself  but did not cause any serious harm. the next year
(1986) dublin reappeared in the company of a female his age that had been released
in downtown toronto, ontario, 600 miles away. they stayed together all summer and
prospected for nest sites but did not lay their first eggs until the following year (1987).
Ironically, they chose an ornamental gutter on the seventeenth floor of the post office
building as their nest site. by then the release box on the twenty-third floor, which
would have been a wonderful nest site, had been removed because it was thought to
be too low compared with the surrounding buildings to be a good nest location. the
gutter was not a good site, and the pair required a lot of help to raise a fostered chick
from a second nest attempt.

dublin died in 1987, and the following year (1988) he was replaced by a male
(now seventeen) that was originally released in portland, Maine, in 1986. the
peregrine pair proceeded to occupy a newly installed nest box in the top of the
custom house tower, a site which has now become a traditional peregrine aerie.
since the site is built like a barn owl box, where the birds enter through a window
and nest in a completely enclosed box within the building, it is completely protected
from bad weather and may have the best record of productivity of all sites in the
northeast. when the box has been closed to allow for renovation of the custom
house tower by the Marriott corporation, or for other reasons of disturbance, the
peregrines moved back to the post office (three times). the pair is now represented by
its second female, a twelve-year-old bird originally released from borestone
Mountain, Maine, in 1991. 

the second founding pair in Massachusetts began in 1987 in springfield with the
arrival of a female that had been released in downtown toronto a year after the
boston female. this bird was named amelia in a contest of school children; the male,
who joined her in 1988, was named andy in honor of andy house, the building
employee who became the caretaker and guardian of the nest site. this pair nested in
a tray provided on the twenty-first floor of springfield’s tallest building, Monarch
place, and became the stars of a dedicated public-access cable television channel
known locally as the falcon channel. for most of the past fourteen nesting seasons
(except 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2002 when they nested under the Memorial bridge
over the connecticut river), the daily activities of this nest have been followed live
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by thousands of viewers. the popularity that the birds gained by being available to so
many observers led to the city’s hockey team being named the falcons in their honor.
when amelia died after striking a glass panel on the roof of a nearby parking garage,
there was great fear that the nesting of falcons had come to an end in springfield; her
death, on february 15, 1995, was about six weeks before she should have begun egg
laying. by the mid-1990s, however, there was a floating population of unpaired birds
similar to what had existed before the decline from ddt, and six days later andy was
at the nest site with a new female (fledged from the verrazano narrows bridge in
new york city). on october 30, 1998, andy was killed when he struck a power line
and was replaced by an unbanded male.

It was seven years after the springfield pair nested before the next pairs
established themselves. In 1996 two new pairs were found: one on the braga bridge
(I-195) at battleship cove in fall river, and the other on the christian science
church administration building in boston. In fall river the nest was inside a hollow
support beam, and the eggs were laid on the remains of an old rock pigeon nest. the
identity of these birds is unclear: the female was probably a bird that had fledged
from deer leap in the Green Mountains of vermont, but for seven years the male’s
band could not be read. In 2003 the site had a new male whose bands have not yet
been read. from 1998 through 2002 the fall river pair nested in a secure nest box
and did very well, but with the arrival of the new male in 2003 they moved back into
the framework of the bridge.

the christian science church female had fledged from the precipice at acadia
national park on Mount desert Island, Maine. the male was a one-year-old unbanded
bird in full juvenile plumage. even with his young age, this new pair fledged a full
clutch of four chicks in the first year and have done very well ever since.

In 1999 the peregrine falcon was determined to have recovered in the united
states and was removed from the federal list of endangered species (64fr 46542). In
the eastern united states the population had gone from no pairs nesting at the time of
listing in 1970 (endangered species conservation act of 1969) to 193 nesting pairs
(including the Great lakes) in 1998. Indeed, the peregrine falcon has recovered
dramatically. although the endangered species act of 1973 requires a post-delisting
monitoring program, which for the peregrine will continue through 2015, its
protection and management is now carried out under the framework of the Migratory
bird treaty act. In 2003 the taking of up to ten percent of nestlings for falconry in
participating western states (west of the 100th meridian) was allowed, and regulations
to allow the capture of first-year migrants (passage birds) in both the east and west
for falconry are being reviewed.

since the federal delisting in 1999, the number of territorial pairs of peregrine
falcons in Massachusetts has increased from four to ten, and similar increases have
been seen throughout the northeast. the locations of Massachusetts’ newest pairs
(with their first year of establishment) include the w.e.b. dubois library building at
the university of Massachusetts, amherst (2001); farley cliffs, erving (2002—last
occupied in 1951); tobin bridge, boston (2002); Goliath crane in the Quincy ship
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yard, Quincy (2002); Ideal box company and new balance shoe building, lawrence
(2002); and Mount sugarloaf, deerfield (2003—last occupied in 1951). In 1969, when
Joe hagar wrote about the history of peregrine falcon nesting in Massachusetts, each
site was coded so that the location would remain a secret. In more recent years,
biologists working on the recovery of the peregrine have come to believe that when
climbers, hikers, and building and bridge managers know where these birds are
nesting, they will actually be better protected.

since 1987, when dublin raised his first family in boston, 123 chicks have
fledged from Massachusetts nest sites. although peregrine falcons never were, and
probably never will be an abundant raptor in the east, they are returning to many of
their historic cliff sites and are adapting well to the urban environment. It appears that
they are back to stay.
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Falcon restoration here in Massachusetts. This project has by necessity been a cooperative
effort and has by fortune successfully accomplished its goal. Most of the credit, however, goes
to the birds themselves that have been more resilient and adaptable than many of us would have
expected.
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FIELD NOTES
evading the peregrine falcon

Dana Rohleder

In early october of 2003 I spent a week on nantucket surf fishing not far from
Great point. over the course of the week I saw 12 peregrine falcons and 5 Merlins,
most of which were migrating. some of the peregrines may have been recounted
because I believe there was at least one that stayed near Great point for several days.

one day, a Merlin flew by 50 yards offshore followed about 100 yards back by a
peregrine. then, oddly, the Merlin stopped abruptly and began to “hover,” similar to
the way a kestrel does, as the peregrine closed. when the peregrine was about to
strike, the Merlin dove into the ocean! the peregrine may have hit the bird when it
was in the water, but I didn’t get a good look. the peregrine made a quick turn and
flew over the spot several times, but the Merlin was no longer visible on the surface.
after several passes, the peregrine left and the Merlin was not seen again, apparently
resting in davy Jones’s locker.

I find it odd that, with some fairly abundant scrub nearby, the Merlin sought
refuge in the water. I would think that it would have been able to dive into the scrub
and avoid the larger bird. possibly it never knew the peregrine was pursuing it, and it
saw something interesting in the water and stopped to investigate, then it was
surprised by the peregrine ambush.

Looking up to find a Peregrine “locked on” and closing for a kill is probably enough to panic
nearly any bird. Under these circumstances, I wouldn’t be too surprised by whatever evasive
action a bird might take. Some do head for the scrub. One summer on Penikese Island I heard
the frantic chatter of a Barn Swallow overhead. It was flying at full speed nearly straight down
with a Peregrine closing fast. Without any deviation it plunged straight into a rosa rugosa
(saltspray rose) bush and the Peregrine peeled off just a few feet behind with a great rush of
wind in its wings. I never saw the swallow emerge again and was left to wonder if it had died
on impact or was just making sure the coast was really clear. Tom French

banding Migrating peregrine falcons at noman’s
land Island nwr

Norman Smith

noman’s land is a 628-acre island located approximately six miles ssw of
Martha’s vineyard. It has a long and rich history (french, t.  2002.  summary of
leach’s storm-petrel nesting on penikese Island, Ma, and a report of probable
nesting on noman’s land Island. Bird Observer 30 (3): 182-7.). from the beginning
of world war II until 1996, various portions of the island were used as a military
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target range. on June 26, 1998, the island was turned over to the u.s. fish and
wildlife service (usfws) to become noman’s land national wildlife refuge.
however, because of the potential dangers of remaining military ordnance, the island
remains closed to public access.

for many years noman’s land has been recognized as a concentration area for
fall migrants including raptors, most notably peregrine falcons. on a previous trip on
october 16, 1998, I had seen nineteen peregrines around the tall bluffs on the south
side of the island, as well as a cooper’s hawk, american kestrel, rough-legged
hawk, four Merlins, and seven northern harriers. on october 9 and 10, 2003, I made
an overnight trip to noman’s land with usfws biologists to assess the importance
of noman’s land Island to migrating raptors, especially to peregrine falcons. the
idea was to trap and band as many falcons as possible, to try to assess the number of
raptors using the island. by capturing and banding the falcons, their overall condition
could be examined, and the band could potentially identify them at other stopover
points as they continued their journey south. the team included usfws biologists
stephanie koch, Janet thibault, Monica williams, and usfws volunteer don
Manchester, along with vin zolo and me from the Massachusetts audubon trailside
Museum in the blue hills reservation.

upon arriving on the island, vin zolo and I loaded up the atv and made our way
to the tallest bluff, where on october 16, 1998, I observed the aforementioned
nineteen peregrines, capturing and banding seven of them. on our way to the bluff we
observed two cooper’s hawks, four northern harriers, and one hatch-year peregrine
falcon. as we approached the base of the bluff, we watched a large adult peregrine
take a bath in a nearby freshwater pond. we parked the atv and made our way
through the dense poison ivy to the top of the bluff. as we looked over the top of the
bluff, the flat grassy area I had used in1998 had disappeared, apparently a casualty of
the last big storm surge. from the top of the bluff the view was still spectacular, and
we watched several peregrines riding the updrafts; however, the remaining area
wasn’t large enough to set up the blind and nets. we got back on the atv and
proceeded along the bluffs to try to find a place to set up, all the while watching
peregrines riding the updrafts of the bluffs and then heading out over the water and
disappearing from view. there were no usable sites along the bluffs, so we went to the
top of a sand dune in the middle of the island. 

after setting up the observation blind and net, we lured in and captured a
cooper’s hawk. the next bird we captured was a hatch-year female peregrine with a
full crop. little did we know at the time that we would have numerous encounters
with this bird over the course of the day! we were watching peregrines fly down the
island until they reached the bluffs to catch the updrafts and then circle upward,
gaining altitude, and one after another head out over the water to their next
destination. Groups of peregrines would build up over the bluffs, with as many as
eleven birds in a group, prior to their departure from the island. as another peregrine
made a pass at the lure, a second peregrine right on its tail landed on the trap and was
captured. upon removing the bird from the trap, I noticed it was banded, and after
checking the number realized it was the hatch-year female with the full crop we just
banded. Moments later a small hatch-year peregrine made a pass at the lure followed
by a big adult bird that was traveling so fast we could hear the noise generated from
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the air turbulence she created before we could
even see her. seconds later, a third bird flew
over the lure, looped around, came in again,
and was captured. It was that same bird we
captured earlier. she was sternly lectured about
coming back to the trap and released. several
minutes later two more peregrines made a pass
at the lure, with the trailing bird being
captured. It was that same bird again! so we
placed her in the weighing can in the blind to
give us a chance at some other birds. after a
few minutes she escaped from the can and
momentarily stared at us in the blind before she
flew out the door and was gone. 

we had numerous peregrines come in and
make passes but only managed to capture that same female two more times. she was
an extremely aggressive bird and wouldn’t let any other peregrines land on our lure;
we captured her six times that day. however, she did allow us to lure in and capture a
northern harrier. why couldn’t she have been one of the many peregrines to leave
the island and continue their journey south that day? by the end of the day we had
observed over fifty peregrines pass through the island as well as fifteen northern
harriers, a Merlin, sharp-shinned hawk, two cooper’s hawks, and a red-tailed
hawk. the next morning we set up early and had several harriers make passes at the
lure. we managed to capture two peregrines and watched several others make passes.
unlike the previous day, the peregrines that we observed were eating or sitting on the
bluffs for most of the day, and we watched only one leave the island. 

being there to document the more than fifty peregrines that passed through
noman’s Island on october 9, and eighteen observed feeding and resting on october
10, was an incredible experience. there is no doubt the trip was well worth the nasty
case of poison ivy I brought home from the island; this plagued me for the next two
months. hopefully, this unique national wildlife refuge will continue to be an
important stopover point for peregrine falcons and other migrants for years to come.

“black” brant in plymouth

Wayne R. Petersen

the taxonomy of brant with dark bellies has recently received attention in the
literature [e.g., buckley, p.a. and s. s. Mitra. 2002. three Geese resembling “Gray-
bellied brant”/“lawrence’s brant” from long Island, new york, North American
Birds 56 (4): 502-507]. consequently, the following note may be of interest to birders
in Massachusetts. 

while leading a field trip area for the Joppa flats education center in plymouth
on october 25, 2003, I observed an adult “black” brant (Branta bernicla nigricans) at

that persIstant pereGrIne by norMan sMIth



nelson street beach on the plymouth waterfront. the “black” brant was feeding on
the soccer field adjacent to the beach parking lot, among a flock of about 200
“atlantic” brant (B. b. hrota) at approximately 2:30 p.m. the bird was also observed
in flight and sleeping on the beach flats during a falling tide. the brant in question
was completely and solidly black below, all the way to the vent area, with scarcely a
discernable contrast between the dark chest and what is typically a brownish-gray
belly on light-bellied “atlantic” brant. this lack of contrast between the dark chest
and lower breast and belly is one of the premiere characteristics of brant belonging to
the western arctic and alaskan populations of north america. In addition to having
solid black underparts, the white marking on the bird’s neck was completely
connected on the front, as well as being more extensive on the sides, than is typical of
“atlantic” brant. also, the dorsal color was noticeably darker (almost charcoal in
tone) than that of adjacent brant. finally, the strongly contrasting, vertically barred,
black-and-white flanks of the “black” brant provided sharp contrast to the blackish
under parts, giving the flanks a striking black and white appearance.

In addition to the adult “black” brant described above, a juvenile bearing similar
characteristics was seemingly in attendance with the adult (see accompanying photo).
knowing the propensity with which juvenile waterfowl routinely accompany their
parents during a first autumn migration, it seems reasonable to suspect that these birds
represented at least a partial family group.

the western race of the brant (B. b. nigricans) has been reliably recorded and
collected in Massachusetts on at least a dozen previous occasions, including a bird
observed at this same location as recently as early november 2000 [see Bird Observer
29 (2)]. the race nigricans has also been widely recorded elsewhere on the atlantic
coast of north america, although it is universally considered a rarity in this region.
efforts to relocate and photo document this bird were successfully attempted the
following day.

although currently regarded as a subspecies, until at least 1957 nigricans was
regarded as a full species (see american ornithologists’ union. 1957. Check-List of
North American Birds, 5th ed.). the taxonomy of brant worldwide continues to be
shrouded in controversy, so birders in Massachusetts are encouraged to pay special
attention to any brant exhibiting dusky or blackish underparts, along with carefully
documenting the appearance of such birds when they are encountered.
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ABOUT BOOKS
bird’s the word

Mark Lynch

Editor’s Note. This review was originally written for inclusion with
Editors’ Choices for Seasonal Gifts in the December 2003 issue.
Instead it is appearing here in a revised and expanded version as a piece about bird
poetry.

ARTE DE PÁJAROS/ ART OF BIRDS.  2002.  pablo neruda. barcelona,
spain: lynx edicions. 

ever since the first poem was penned, there have been verses about birds.
because birds fly and can gracefully escape the earthbound life, for poets and other
artists birds have symbolized the connection between heaven and earth, between the
spiritual and the carnal. In the late 12th century english epic poem The Owl and the
Nightingale by an unknown author, the two nocturnal avian singers of the title debate
the ideas of courtly love (the nightingale) versus the traditional morality of the church
(the owl): 

It happened in the summery heart
of a secret vale’s most hidden part,
I heard an owl and a nightingale
disputing on a mighty scale;
Most keen and strenuous the debate,
now gentle, now in furious spate.
(translated by brian stone)

one can imagine being awake on many nights in Medieval england and hearing a
nightingale (Luscinia megarhynchos) sing its rich and varied song, while at the same
time a tawny owl (Strix aluco) would give its solemn whistled hoots. but what did
this contrasting nocturnal chorus mean? the Owl and the Nightingale was written at a
time of european history when it was believed that the entire natural world was
placed there by “God” to be either directly used by humanity for food and shelter or
to teach it some moral lesson. so everything in the environment, every event that
occurred, no matter how insignificant had a divine purpose and meaning that needed
to be uncovered. 

an even more impressive use of birds as symbols of the divine in poetry can be
found in the Mantiq al-tayr or The Flight of the Birds To Union, a poem by the 12th
century persian sufi mystic farid al-din attar. In the 4458 verses of this epic, all the
birds meet to select a king. this avian congress eventually travels en masse long
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distances while facing great hardships to meet the simurgh, whom they consider the
only worthy leader. the simurgh is akin to a phoenix and a persian symbol of the
divine. each of the thirty bird species described represents a different human
personality type. In this poem the nightingale symbolizes the love of external and
distracting beauty, while the owl exhibits miserliness. other bird characters of attar’s
masterpiece include the parrot, the peacock, the duck, the heron, the partridge, the
francolin, the wagtail, the lammergeier, and even the Gyrfalcon! 

I have recited for you the language of the birds one by one
understand it then, o uninformed one!
among the lovers, those birds become free,
who escapes from the cage, before the moment of death.
they all possess another account and description,
for birds possess another tongue.
before the simurgh that person can make an elixir,
who knows the language of all the birds.
(translated by seyyed hossein nasr)

at the poem’s conclusion it is revealed that the simurgh is not just a single
creature, but is instead composed of all the best aspects of all the birds together. In the
Flight of the Birds to Union, different species of birds are used to convey a very
abstract and complex idea about the nature of the divine in all of us.

of course, not all bird poetry has been heavy-handed epics about the ultimate fate
of humanity’s soul and the true nature of the divine. thank the gods! besides flying,
birds also sing and therefore have been imagined by poets to create their own art.
birds come in a resplendent variety of shapes and colors too. birds are therefore
muses incarnate that have often inspired poets of all cultures to just appreciate them
on their own earthly terms. 

In the early 19th century city of edo (modern-day tokyo) in Japan, as winter
waned, wonderful surimono would be published. these were limited edition prints
with poems celebrating the coming of spring. these surimono were a unique
collaborative effort involving the skills of artists, poets, calligraphers, block cutters,
printers, and text engravers. Many of these surimono used birds as an apt image of
the impending change of the seasons. 

the wings of the crows on the rooftop overlap, 
their first cries announce the priceless spring. 

the lines are by yamato watamori and appear on a surimono featuring a
stunning image of flying crows against the rising sun by yashima Gakutei. bird
imagery can even be found in Japanese zen buddist koans, phrases used in meditation
to hopefully achieve satori. one of my favorites is a seven-character phrase that can
be translated as:

when the snowy heron stands in the snow, 
the colors are not the same.



I can often be heard reciting this mantra-like while searching for a snowy owl in
february on a snow-covered marsh in newburyport.

but I dare say, when most american birders think about birds and poetry, it’s the lines
penned by the brits that come to mind. It sometimes seems that british poets of the
last 350 years have cranked out more odes, sonnets, and just plain doggerel to the
feathered tribe than any other people on the planet. this conclusion may simply be
because we were all forced to read some of these poems in countless high school and
college english lit courses. the brits really went into rhyme scheme overdrive during
the romantic era (late 18th –  early 19th centuries), when it seems that everyone and
his cousin was merrily traipsing about the muddy fen waxing eloquently (if archly) on
the throstle, dunnock, cuckoo, or especially the lark:

hail to thee, blithe spirit!
bird thou never wert,
that from heaven, or near it,
pourest thy full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.
(from To A Skylark by percy bysshe shelley)

nature in all its wild splendor, especially birds, was the inspiration for putting
pen to paper during this time. shelley and a select few aside, much of the romantic
era’s bird poetry does get rather silly and has not aged as well. for example, william
cowper’s On the Death of Mrs Throckmorton’s Bullfinch, is a hilariously emotional
ode to a rat killing said caged bird complete with overwrought classical references.

for, aided both by ear and scent,
right to his mark the monster went-
ah, Muse! forbear to speak:
Minute the horrors that ensued;
his teeth were strong, the cage was wood-
he left poor bully’s beak.

he left it—but he should have ta’en
that beak, whence issued many a strain
of such mellifluous tone,
Might have repaid him well, I wot,
for silencing so sweet a throat,
fast set within his own.

Maria weeps—the Muses mourn:
so when by bacchanalians torn
on thracian hebrus’ side,
the tree-enchanter orpheus fell,
his head alone remained to tell
the cruel death he died.
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there must have been countless drawing rooms that witnessed live readings of
that poem complete with grim down-cast eyes and expressive gestures. proper ladies,
as well as gentlemen of refined tastes and gentle demeanor, probably swooned. It is
interesting to note that, though cowper’s poetry was very influential at the time, he
suffered from frequent bouts of serious depression and his pastor had to rescue him
from several suicide attempts. that must have been some bullfinch! 

If I read too much of this stuff, I start to feel compelled to don some tweed, make
several watercress sandwiches (with the crusts cut off), pack them in my rucker with a
fine but unassuming port and, sans bins, gaily tromp off into my local hill and dale to
commune with the tits and peewits. It’s not a pretty sight to contemplate. I imagine it
is memories of flowery poetry like this that have turned off generations of
contemporary birders, and others, to the many and varied pleasures of bird poetry.
this is a shame; because there are several great modern poets who have written some
very interesting and wonderful works about birds, poems even a hardcore lister could
love. typically at the head of most people’s list of great bird poets of the 20th century
is pablo neruda, and lynx edicions has just published a beautiful edition of neruda’s
Art of Birds.

can a bird book ever be romantic? a strange question, that, and probably the last
thing that would be on the mind of a birder buying a book. however, this beautiful
version of neruda’s 1966 poems gets about as close to that concept as any book I
have seen. pablo neruda was a chilean poet, nobel laureate, natural historian, and
avid birder. he wrote many poems about the birds of southern chile where he lived.
this edition of Arte de Pájaros has been published by lynx edicions, the organization
that is publishing the unprecedented Birds of the World series. In this version of Arte
de Pájaros, Josep del hoyo and Jordi sargatal, editors of the landmark series, have
written a wonderful introduction to neruda’s poems. a line-by-line english translation
of neruda’s poems by Jack schmitt is found on alternate pages with the original
spanish. full-page color illustrations of species mentioned in the poems by aldo
chiappe, toni llobet, and Jorge rodríquez Mata are true to life and a beautiful
complement to the poems. as to neruda’s poems, suffice it to say that whether he is
writing about the chilean tinamou, the chuaco tapaculo, the andean condor, or a
red-breasted Meadowlark, these works are never baldly sentimental and fey. neruda’s
poetry effortlessly combines a birder’s sharp eyes with a modern poet’s metaphorical
and metaphysical heart. If your only experience with birds and poetry has been the
“hark a lark” romantic-era sublime-ridden odes, then you are in for a treat when you
read neruda’s poems. 

no sonríe a la primavera
el jote, espía de dios:
gira y gira midiendo el cielo,
solemne se posa en la tierra
y se cierra como un paraguas.

(the vulture, God’s spy,
does not smile at springtime
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it circles round and round, measuring heaven
solemnly settles on the ground,
and folds up like an umbrella) (pp.106-107).

lynx edicions has created a volume of neruda’s bird poems that is itself a work
of art and, yes, would make a very appropriate gift to that significant other in your
life.

Other Literature:

attar, f.u-d.  1984. The Conference of Birds (translated by a. darabandi and d. davis).
Middlesex, england: penguin classics.

keyes, r.s.  1987. Surimono From The Chester Beatty Collection (exhibition catalogue).
alexandria, virginia: International exhibitions foundation.

Mura, I. and r.f. sasaki.  1965.  The Zen Koan. new york: harcourt brace and the world. 
Munsterberg, p. (editor).  1980.  The Penguin Book of Bird Poetry. Middlesex, england:

penguin books. 
nasr, s.h.  1987.  Islamic Art and Spirituality. albany, new york: state university of new

york press.
stone, b. (translator).  1971.  The Owl and the Nightingale. cleanness. st. erkenwald.

Middlesex, england: penguin classics.

Mark Lynch is a teacher, trip leader, and ecological monitor for the Broad Meadow Brook
sanctuary of the Massachusetts Audubon. He is also a docent/teacher at the Worcester Art
Museum and hosts an interview show on the arts and sciences on WICN (90.5FM). He would
like to leave you with a couplet by John Heywood (1497-1580) titled of birds and birders: 

better one bird in the hand than ten in the wood:
better for birders, but for the birds not so good.

bald eaGle by GeorGe c. west
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winter waterfowl Quiz answers
In the last issue of Bird Observer (vol 31 (6): 364), we challenged you to match

these silhouettes with the species (or groups) listed below. now that you have had
plenty of time to do your homework, we present the answers.

1. bufflehead
2. black Guillemot
3. harlequin duck
4. horned Grebe
5. rednecked Grebe
6. barrow’s Goldeneye
7. common Goldeneye
8. common loon

9.   Murre sp.
10. red-breasted Merganser
11. red-throated loon
12. long-tailed duck
13. cormorant sp.
14. scoter sp.
15. common eider

Images courtesy of bill Gette, sanctuary director of the Joppa flats education center
and wildlife sanctuary (Mass audubon) in newburyport, Massachusetts).



BIRD SIGHTINGS
september/october 2003

Seth Kellogg, Marjorie Rines, Robert H. Stymeist, and Jeremiah
Trimble

september in Massachusetts had above-normal temperatures, but less rain than normal.
the temperature averaged 65.7º in boston, one degree above normal. It reached 83º on the late
date of september 20 for the month high in boston, while the low of 49º was set early in the
month on september 10. rainfall totaled 2.65 inches in boston, almost an inch less than
normal, though some areas of the state saw much more variable amounts of rain. there were
three hurricane threats in the state during september. hurricane fabian, after devastating
bermuda on september 9, passed far to the east and brought only heavy seas to our coastal
areas. hurricane Isabel passed far to the west, near cleveland, ohio, on september 18-19, with
little local effect other than high surf on southern coastal spots. finally, hurricane Juan was the
third threat, but was so far out to sea that only high surf was noted. Juan continued north and
nova scotia was hard hit.

october 2003 was cool, with an average temperature of 53º in boston, 1.1º below normal.
the high was only 74º on october 8, the lowest october high in boston since 73º in 1996. cold
temperatures dominated the first week as well as the latter half of the month, with milder
temperatures during the final six days of the month. no killing frost was noted in boston, but
some outlying suburbs had a killing frost on october 7. Many communities did not have a
freeze until october 18, about two weeks later than average. rain totaled 6.20 inches, 2.41
inches above normal for boston. the most in any 24-hour period was two inches on october
12, the greatest amount since June 17, 2001. the season’s first trace of snow came on october
23, sixteen days before average but the same date as last year! Measurable amounts fell in some
suburbs and in many to the west and north of route 128. R. Stymeist

WATERFOWL THROUGH ALCIDS
two Greater white-fronted Geese were found during october, one of which was identified

as the Greenland race. the vast majority of records for Greater white-fronted Geese in
Massachusetts are of the Greenland race (Anser albifrons flavirostris), distinguished by their
slightly larger size, orange bill, and overall darker plumage. Anser albifrons gambeli, which is
pink-billed, has been identified only a few times in the state. the last few falls have brought
large numbers of snow Geese to the state. this year’s highest count was of nearly 2000
individuals counted flying past the hawkwatch in barre on october 3.

the most interesting waterfowl sighting of the period was the “Black” Brant found in
plymouth. Most authorities currently consider “black” brant to be a subspecies of the “pale-
bellied” brant (Branta b. bernicla).  however, recent studies suggest that the “black” brant
subspecies (B. b. nigricans) may in fact represent a distinct species, a taxonomic rank
maintained until the 1960s. there are approximately 10 records of “black” brant in
Massachusetts. Interestingly, the most recent report was from the same location on november 4,
2000. Given the propensity of waterfowl to return to or migrate through the same locations
from one year to the next, it is possible that the same individual was involved in both sightings.
anyone interested in seeing a “black” brant in Massachusetts might do well to check this area
of plymouth in the first week of november 2004!
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canvasbacks returned to fresh pond in cambridge by october 18 and numbers swelled to
a mere twelve on october 25. two redheads were found associating with the canvasbacks in
fresh pond. two redheads were also found on south Monomoy on the rather early date of 11
october.

king eider is generally rare in the state before the end of october, so a female observed in
westport on october 10 was noteworthy. another was observed in rockport on the more
typical date of october 27. Impressive numbers of common eider were tallied at the shoals east
of south Monomoy. over 100,000 birds were thought to be present on october 24. this
astounding figure, which recalls counts from the 1950s, is based on a number of aerial
photographs of the flock, and was tallied by a computer program! It is interesting to note that
observer estimates were an order of magnitude less than the computer count. 

a Pacific Loon was reported at provincetown on october 11 but did not linger long. small
numbers of horned Grebes were reported by the end of october, including fifteen from inland
localities, more than were found along the coast. a red-necked Grebe at andrew’s point in
rockport on september 19 was a bit early, while small numbers did not begin showing up until
the last half of october. the aged eared Grebe, aka the energizer bunny, returned to east
Gloucester a bit early this year. It was first reported on september 28, although it was not
observed again until october 17, when it settled in for the rest of the period.

seabird numbers were rather lackluster this fall in Massachusetts, with a few exceptions.
very few cory’s shearwaters were noted this season despite fairly good numbers just to our
south. the pelagic highlight of the season was surely the boat trip organized by Massachusetts
audubon society and the plymouth Marine Mammal research center. those on board were
treated to an incredible feeding frenzy which included nearly two thousand Greater
shearwaters, 300 sooty shearwaters, forty-one Manx shearwaters, and 2200 wilson storm-
petrels, not to mention over 100 humpback whales!

a female frigatebird was observed on september 27, at 4:30 pm in Gloucester’s inner
harbor, then from 5:30 to 6:30 by two separate observers off Marblehead. although probability
suggests that it was a Magnificent, there was not enough detail seen to eliminate other species
of frigatebird, including the lesser frigatebird which has been recorded once before in new
england, at deer Island, Maine, in 1960. presumably the same individual was seen off
Monhegan Island in Maine on september 26, and off new york on october 2 as it returned
south

Good numbers of egrets were present at plum Island in early september. a maximum of
fifty-eight Great egrets was found on september 6, while at least twenty-four were still present
on october 19. snowy egret numbers peaked at 250 on plum Island on september 5, with
twenty-four matching the Great egret total on the october 19 at plum Island. the only report of
Great egret from western Massachusetts came from longmeadow, where four were seen on
september 1. up to seven cattle egrets were found in Manchester throughout the month of
september and into early october. an immature Yellow-crowned Night-Heron spent
september and early october at Marblehead neck wildlife sanctuary. a hawkwatcher at barre
falls was lucky enough to spot a Wood Stork flying passed his station. this sighting follows
the report of four wood storks seen together in barre in late august. black vultures are
becoming more and more routine in the state. still, the twelve individuals seen in one day in
sheffield were noteworthy.

Great hawk reports came in from the regularly monitored hawkwatch sites throughout the
state. barre falls reported the lion’s share of accipiters. a total of 1497 sharp-shinned hawks
and 118 cooper’s hawks were counted there throughout the period. not to be outdone, the
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hawkwatch in chatham recorded 127 cooper’s hawks. proportionately fewer sharp-shinned
hawks were found at that coastal location, with only 587 recorded during the same period. an
impressive number of goshawks was found throughout western Massachusetts. fourteen were
reported during september and nineteen during october, while only five were found throughout
eastern Massachusetts during the entire period. 

september 21 brought the greatest numbers of broad-winged hawks to the state. over
2700 were counted from Mt. watatic, while smaller but still impressive numbers were recorded
at the other inland hawkwatch sites. a dark juvenile Swainson’s Hawk was a one-day wonder
in concord. rough-legged hawks showed up on schedule during the last two weeks of october.
the first was found in Granville on october 20. there have been thirty october records in
Massachusetts over the last eight years, with the earliest record from october 16, 1998, on
noman’s land Island. the seven Golden Eagles this fall were all found in october. Granville
lived up to its reputation for recording the largest numbers of american kestrels in fall in
Massachusetts. this year hawkwatchers there counted 235 kestrels during september and 159
during october. a Gyrfalcon was reported from Ipswich on october 17. there is only one
earlier record for Massachusetts, on october 16, 2001, from plum Island.

In recent years soras and other denizens of freshwater marshes and swamps have been
reported less and less frequently. this year’s total of nine soras for september and october is
the second lowest in eight years and illustrates this trend, along with the need to concentrate
efforts on preserving freshwater wetlands in Massachusetts and elsewhere. the common
Moorhen is in the same boat as the sora, as indicated by the single observation during the
period.

typical of recent falls, large concentrations of black-bellied plovers and semipalmated
plovers were found staging on south beach in chatham. high counts of 3300 and 2200,
respectively, were tallied on september 16, and sixty-one piping plovers on september 13 was
a good count. large post-breeding concentrations of american oystercatchers are normal
around Monomoy in chatham. this period’s high count was 185 on september 5, and ninety
were still there on october 13. the shorebird highlights of the period were likely the two
American Avocet sightings, probably of the same individual, at plymouth and duxbury
beaches in late september. a count of seventeen hudsonian Godwits at south beach is the
second highest count during the september/october sightings period during the last eight years.

baird’s sandpipers put on their most impressive showing in the state ever. a minimum of
twenty-six were counted throughout the period. the high count of thirteen tallied at plum Island
on september 5 beat the previous high of nine recorded at Monomoy on september 7, 1980,
and at longmeadow on august 20, 2002.

up to three little Gulls were found together in newburyport harbor throughout
september. these included a striking juvenile bird. Juvenile little Gulls, which are rarely
observed in the state, and are not illustrated in some of the popular field guides, can be an
identification challenge for birders unfamiliar with the plumage. as has been the case in recent
years, lesser black-backed Gulls have been fairly regular throughout the year at certain
localities. this is especially true of the chatham area on cape cod. a high count of twenty-five
was tallied on september 27 at south beach, traditionally the best non-winter locality for this
species in Massachusetts.

a Sabine’s Gull was discovered east of chatham on september 7 on the same boat trip
that produced the fabulous numbers of pelagic birds and whales. the large southern terns were
well represented by caspian terns, of which eight were found during the period. however, only
one royal tern was recorded. until 2003, there were only four september records for razorbill
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in Massachusetts. thus the two records on 18 and 19 september from, where else, andrew’s
point in rockport, were noteworthy. J. Trimble

Greater White-fronted Goose
10/28 s. egremont 1 d. st. James

Greenland Greater White-fronted Goose
10/18 rochester 1 M. Maurer

snow Goose
10/3 barre 1893 hawkcount (kamp)
10/3 Montague 225 M. fairbrother
10/4 s. Quabbin 122 M. lynch#
10/6 charlton 18 t. french
10/9 rockport (a.p.) 63 r. heil
10/9 Granville 435 hawkcount (weeks)
10/10 GMnwr 31 s. ells
10/19 Gardner 50 t. pirro
10/19 p.I. 63 r. heil
10/24 newbury 28 d. larson

brant
9/1 duxbury 2 d. furbish
10/1 nahant 45 d. saffarewich
10/12 plymouth 300+ d. furbish
10/12 lenox 1 r. laubach
10/16 nahant 600 l. pivacek
10/16 p.I. 120 d. chickering
10/18 Quabbin 17 t. Gagnon
10/18 barre falls 5 b. kamp
10/26 eastham (f.h.) 60+ M. lynch#
10/26-28 pittsfield (pont.) 1 G. hurley
10/30 Granville 30 hawkcount (weeks)

Black Brant
10/25 plymouth 1 Mas (w. petersen)

Mute swan
9/21 randolph 34 G. d’entremont#
10/11 acoaxet 96 M. lynch#
10/18 Ipswich 18 J. berry

wood duck
9/6, 10/25 wakefield 14, 27 p. + f. vale
9/6 bolton flats 52 s. sutton
9/20 stockbridge 85 M. lynch#
9/21 GMnwr 14 s. perkins#
10/4 Melrose 14 d. + I. Jewell
10/11 bolton flats 200 s. sutton
10/24 pittsfield (Mud pd)25 t. collins
10/25 carlisle 14 t. brownrigg

Gadwall
9/4 dwws 4 d. furbish
9/28 barnstable 3 G. d’entremont#
10/2, 20 woburn 1, 10 M. rines
10/12 p.I. 42 p. + f. vale
10/18 Ipswich 107 J. berry
10/25 Marstons Mills 45 J. trimble#
10/29 pittsfield 2 r. packard

eurasian wigeon
10/10 waltham 1 m M. rines
10/12-31 Marstons Mills 1 m v.o.
10/18 Ipswich 1 m J. berry
10/26 p.I. 1 m imm s. Mirick#

american wigeon
9/1 GMnwr 1 M. resch
9/8, 10/26 Marstons Mills 2, 107 M. keleher
9/9, 10/26 p.I. 2, 53 berry, heil
9/13, 10/18 Ipswich 4, 160 J. berry
10/5, 28 arlington res. 22, 87 M. rines
10/9 longmeadow 5 J. lapointe
10/10 waltham 42 M. rines
10/26 carver 76 M. Maurer
10/29 pittsfield 7 r. packard

blue-winged teal
9/1, 10/18 GMnwr 2, 6 resch, perkins
9/1 s. Monomoy 4 M. sylvia

9/4 hadley 1 h. allen
9/9 p.I. 50 J. berry#
9/10 longmeadow 14 s. kellogg
9/11 pepperell 20 t. pirro
9/19 acoaxet 9 M. lynch#
10/5, 31 Marstons Mills 9, 3 M. keleher
10/9, 18 richmond 5, 6 d. st James

northern shoveler
9/14 s. Monomoy 15+ b. nikula#
10/5, 28 arlington res. 1, 5 M. rines
10/11 Gay head 8 M. pelikan
10/19 Marstons Mills 1 f J. kricher
10/26 p.I. 14 p. + f. vale

northern pintail
9/1 s. Monomoy 8 M. sylvia
9/28, 10/18 GMnwr 17, 62 s. perkins
10/4 cumb. farms 5 M. Maurer
10/11 acoaxet 22 M. lynch#
10/18 turners falls 3 h. allen
10/19, 26 p.I. 98, 225 r. heil
10/21 duxbury 20 c. fiorini

Green-winged teal
9/1 newbypt 11 p. + f. vale
9/4 dwws 10 d. furbish
9/15, 25 arlington res. 1, 29 M. rines#
9/16, 10/26 p.I. 155, 1910 r. heil
9/20 s. egremont 46 M. lynch#
9/21 randolph 79 G. d’entremont#
10/5 randolph 125 G. d’entremont
10/10 dwws 72 d. furbish
10/18 GMnwr 850 s. perkins#
10/20 cumb. farms 27 a. brissette

canvasback
10/18, 25 cambr. (f.p.) 5, 12 rines, crystal
10/24-27 w. newbury 1 J. soucy + v.o.

redhead
10/11 s. Monomoy 2 r.clem#
10/25-31 cambr. (f.p.) 2 k. hartel#

ring-necked duck
9/10, 10/18 cambr. (f.p.) 7, 60 simpson, wylde
10/9 pittsfield (Mud pd)300 d. st James
10/18 stoughton 312 G. d’entremont
10/19 w. newbury 714 d. chickering
10/27 stoughton 87 s. noonan
10/30 ayer 86 e. stromsted#

Greater scaup
10/6 falmouth 16 G. Gove
10/11 acoaxet 4 M. lynch#
10/11 randolph 14 G. d’entremont
10/18 cambr. (f.p.) 6 M. rines
10/18 wachusett res. 14 M. lynch#
10/20 nahant 5 d. saffarewich
10/20 p.I. 14 t. wetmore
10/29 lanesboro 1 r. packard

lesser scaup
9/10 chilmark 5 a. keith
9/28, 10/26 w. newbury 25, 9 wetmore, vale
10/12 nantucket 40 J. hoye#
10/15 southwick 3 s. kellogg
10/24 richmond 2 t. collins

king eider
10/10 westport 1 f G. Gove#
10/26 rockport (a.p.) 1 m J. berry

common eider
9/1 Gloucester 45 J. berry
10/11 westport 603 M. lynch#
10/11 rockport (a.p.) 2960 r. heil
10/12 M.v. 850 ssbc (d. clapp)
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common eider (continued)
10/13 dennis 1500+ p. flood
10/22 Medford 1 m a. ankers#
10/24 e. of s. Monomoy 100,000 s. perkins#
10/25 eastham (f.h.) 1600+ M. lynch#
10/25 stellwagen 597 M. lynch#

harlequin duck
10/10, 26 rockport (a.p.) 1, 2 heil, berry
10/16 chilmark 1 v. laux

surf scoter
9/18 barnstable (s.n.) 150 M. Garvey
10/9, 29 rockport (a.p.) 245, 550 r. heil
10/10 nahant 400 l. pivacek
10/11 westport 181 M. lynch#
10/13-28 reports of 1-10 ind. from 9 w. Mass. loc.
10/18 chatham 450+ p. flood
10/25 eastham (cGb) 397 M. lynch#

white-winged scoter
9/9 nahant 3 d. wilkinson
9/12, 10/14 plymouth b. 2, 320 a. brissette#
9/14 lynn b. 100 d. bates#
9/18 barnstable (s.n.) 175 M. Garvey
9/19, 10/29 rockport (a.p.)86, 480 r. heil
10/9-29 reports of 1-14 ind. from 5 w. Mass. loc.
10/10 wellfleet 600 M. sampson
10/10 nahant 480 l. pivacek
10/11 westport 209 M. lynch#
10/18 chatham 220 p. flood
10/26 p.I. 256 p. + f. vale

black scoter
9/19, 10/29 rockport (a.p.)18, 192 r. heil
10/11 westport 128 M. lynch#
10/13 dennis 130 p. flood
10/22 Medford 14 M. rines
10/22-29 reports of 1-6 ind. from 7 w. Mass. loc.

scoter species
10/17 eastham (f.e.) 8000 d. silverstein#
10/18 chatham 1000+ p. flood
10/28 dennis (c.b.) 1000 d. silverstein#

long-tailed duck
10/11, 29 rockport (a.p.) 6, 74 r. heil
10/11 p.I. 35 t. wetmore
10/22 southwick 3 b. bieda
10/25 eastham (cGb) 10 M. lynch#
10/28 cheshire 1 t. collins
10/28 pittsfield (pont.) 1 t. Gagnon

bufflehead
10/17 p.I. 10 t. wetmore
10/18 westboro 2 s. selesky
10/19 newbypt 28 p. + f. vale
10/20 nahant 11 d. saffarewich
10/26 plymouth b. 8 a. brissette#
10/28 pittsfield 1 t. collins

common Goldeneye
10/13 chilmark 1 a. keith
10/24 richmond 2 M. + k. conway

hooded Merganser
9/8 hrwMa 5 t. pirro
10/12 Marlboro 5 t. spahr
10/24 pittsfield (pont.) 20 M. + k. conway
10/25 eastham (cGb) 30+ M. lynch#
10/28 pepperell 25 e. stromsted

common Merganser
9/1 longmeadow 15 s. kellogg
10/4 s. Quabbin 22 M. lynch#
10/8 wellfleet 16 d. silverstein#
10/9 southboro 6 e. taylor
10/19 n. Quabbin 16 h. allen

red-breasted Merganser
10/5 newbypt 25 t. wetmore
10/10, 29 rockport (a.p.) 12, 207 r. heil
10/22 nahant 10 l. pivacek
10/22 turners falls 17 M. fairbrother

10/26 n. truro 120+ M. lynch#
ruddy duck

9/28, 10/26 w. newbury 3, 350 wetmore, vale
10/2, 28 Melrose 5, 72 d. + I. Jewell
10/4, 18 cambr. (f.p.) 14, 30 e. wylde
10/6, 28 arlington 2, 24 M. rines
10/10 waltham 29 M. rines
10/12 Marlboro 61 t. spahr
10/22 southwick 10 s. kellogg
10/25 ludlow 10 s. kellogg#

ruffed Grouse
9/15 Montague 4 c. buelow
9/21 windsor 1 M. lynch#
9/30 Quabbin (G40) 3 c. buelow
10/6 ware 1 c. buelow
10/19 Gardner 2 t. pirro
10/29 lancaster 1 l. sutton

wild turkey
9/13 dover 8 d. Gibson
9/28 truro 12 J. young
10/3 pepperell 15 e. stomsted
10/9 Grafton 13 J. bent
10/21 w. newbury 18 d. larson
10/26 Ipswich 9 bbc (J. nove)
10/29 boylston 13 J. sutton

northern bobwhite
10/17 truro 1 ccbc (dettrey)
10/25 sandwich 1 J. trimble#

red-throated loon
10/10 essex 34 d. brown#
10/10, 29 rockport (a.p.) 2, 27 r. heil
10/18 richmond 1 d. st James
10/19 p.I. 58 r. heil
10/26 plymouth 6 a. brissette#

Pacific Loon *
10/11 p’town 1 p. flood, b. nikula

common loon
9/7 stellwagen 18 Mas (J. trimble)
9/10 chatham (s.b.) 15 b. nikula
9/13 Gardner 3 t. pirro
9/22 barre falls 3 b. kamp#
10/4 s. Quabbin 26 M. lynch#
10/10 p.I. 75+ t. spahr
10/11 rockport (a.p.) 37 r. heil
10/13 dennis 16 p. flood
10/18 wachusett res. 50 M. lynch#

pied-billed Grebe
9/7 longmeadow 3 s. kellogg#
9/19, 10/11 acoaxet 1, 4 M. lynch#
9/20 s. egremont 2 M. lynch#
10/5 GMnwr 4 ssbc (petersen)
10/5 randolph 2 G. d’entremont
10/5 w. newbury 3 d. + s. larson
10/18 wachusett res. 2 M. lynch#
10/19 cambr. (f.p.) 4 b. Miller
10/30 e. Gloucester 4 J. berry#

horned Grebe
10/3 lincoln 1 M. rines
10/18 s. Quabbin 5 s. surner
10/18 wachusett res. 7 M. lynch#
10/18 Marblehead 3 f. bouchard
10/25 s. Quabbin 2 s. kellogg#
10/25 buzzards bay 2 r. farrell
10/26 plymouth 6 a. brissette#
10/29 lanesboro 1 r. packard

red-necked Grebe
9/19, 10/11 rockport (a.p.) 1, 1 r. heil
10/17 lincoln 1 M. rines
10/18 Marblehead 2 f. bouchard
10/18 wachusett res. 5 M. lynch#
10/26 plymouth b. 6 a. brissette#
10/29 lanesboro 2 r. packard
10/30 e. Gloucester 6 J. berry#
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Eared Grebe *
9/28, 10/17-30e. Gloucester 1 J. nelson, v.o.

northern fulmar
9/18, 19 rockport (a.p.) 1 lt, 1 dk r. heil
10/12, 28 rockport (a.p.) 2 lt, 21 r. heil

cory’s shearwater
9/19 off Gay head 1 a. keith
10/12 nantucket 3 J. hoye#

Greater shearwater
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 1800 s. perkins#
9/18 p’town (r.p.) 3 M. Garvey
9/18, 19 rockport (a.p.) 2, 1 r. heil
9/18 barnstable (s.n.) 1 M. Garvey
9/25 stellwagen 75 o. spalding
10/5 wellfleet 4 M. sampson
10/12, 29 rockport (a.p.) 8, 1 r. heil
10/25 stellwagen 7 M. lynch#

sooty shearwater
9/1 n. stellwagen 1 J. berry
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 300 d. clapp
9/19 rockport (a.p.) 1 r. heil
9/26, 10/18 chatham 7, 2 p. flood

Manx shearwater
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 41 s. perkins#
9/18, 19 rockport (a.p.) 1, 2 r. heil
9/18 p’town (r.p.) 1 M. Garvey
9/25 chatham 11 b. nikula
10/12 rockport (a.p.) 2 d. Gill#

tubenose species
10/12 rockport (a.p.) 4 r. heil

wilson’s storm-petrel
9/1 n. stellwagen 10 J. berry
9/4 chatham (s.b.) 3000+ p. flood#
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 2200 s. perkins#
9/10 chatham (s.b.) 500+ b. nikula

leach’s storm-petrel
9/7 stellwagen 2 s. perkins#

northern Gannet
9/19, 10/29 rockport (a.p.)81, 460 r. heil
10/5 p.I. 25 t. wetmore
10/13 dennis 64 p. flood
10/18 p’town (r.p.) 39 p. flood
10/25 eastham (cGb) 156 M. lynch#
10/25 chatham 150+ b. nikula
10/25 stellwagen 41 M. lynch#

double-crested cormorant
9/16 essex 1300 r. heil
9/21 squantum 500 G. d’entremont#
9/21 eastham 300+ p. flood#
10/11 acoaxet 439 M. lynch#
10/15 Medford 850 migr M. rines#
10/19 p.I. 1550 r. heil
10/25 chatham (s.b.) 2000 p. flood
10/28 cape ann 1620 r. heil
10/29 turners falls 24 M. taylor

Great cormorant
9/14 wellfleet 1 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/19, 10/11 rockport (a.p.) 1, 28 r. heil
10/28 cape ann 55 r. heil

Frigatebird species (accepted by Marc) *
9/27 Marblehead 1 d. noble#
9/27 Gloucester 1 a. stone

american bittern
10/26 p.I. 2 r. heil
thr reports of indiv. from 16 locations

Great blue heron
9/14 wellfleet 18 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/23 GMnwr 16 s. perkins#
10/11 westport 44 M. lynch#
10/25 eastham (f.h.) 33 M. lynch#

Great egret
9/1 longmeadow 4 s. kellogg
9/1-10/9 GMnwr 1-2 v.o.

9/6, 10/19 p.I. 58, 24 lynch, heil
9/18 chatham 36 b. nikula
9/21 e. boston 12 bbc (r. stymeist)
10/11 westport 65 M. lynch#
10/11 Gay head 9 r. culbert
thr reports of indiv. from 10 w. Mass. loc.

snowy egret
9/4 edgartown 8 M. thomas#
9/5, 10/19 p.I. 250, 24 r. heil
9/16 essex 65 r. heil
9/19, 10/11 westport 5, 2 M. lynch#
9/21 e. boston 24 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21 falmouth 27 r. farrell
10/18 Ipswich 1 J. berry

little blue heron
9/6 p.I. 4 M. lynch#
9/21 Manchester 1 s. hedman

cattle egret
9/3-10/4 Manchester 2-7 v.o.
9/27 p.I. 1 p. brown#
10/31 truro 1 r. everett

Green heron
9/1 GMnwr 4 M. rines
9/6 Mashpee 2 M. keleher
9/7 worc. (bMb) 2 J. liller#
10/6 Medford 2 M. rines#

black-crowned night-heron
9/6 p.I. 4 t. wetmore
9/6 scituate 11 d. furbish
10/25 eastham (cGb) 4 M. lynch#

Yellow-crowned Night-Heron
9/3-10/7 Mnws 1 imm v.o.

Glossy Ibis
9/6 p.I. 2 M. lynch#

Wood Stork *
9/7 barre falls 1 t. carrolan#

black vulture
9/17, 29 Granville 3, 1 hawkcount (weeks)
9/20 sheffield 12 M. lynch#
10/31 Granville 3 hawkcount (weeks)

turkey vulture
9/20 sheffield 77 M. lynch#
9/29 barre falls 17 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr barre falls 44 hawkcount (kamp)
10/14 p.I. 15 d. bates#
10/18 Groton 19 e. stromsted
10/19 Gardner 38 t. pirro
10/20 barre falls 77 hawkcount (kamp)
10/20 Granville 68 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 286 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 259 hawkcount (weeks)

osprey
9/20 Mt. wachusett 22 hawkcount (stein)
9/21 Mt. watatic 20 hawkcount (pirro)
9/22 barre falls 23 hawkcount (kamp)
9/25 Granville 22 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 162 hawkcount (stein)
9/thr Mt. watatic 39 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr barre falls 149 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr Granville 107 hawkcount (weeks)
10/5, 18 barre falls 26, 12 hawkcount (kamp)
10/5 Maynard 6 l. nachtrab
10/6 Groton 6 t. pirro
10/18 GMnwr 11 migr s. perkins#
10/19 Gardner 7 t. pirro
10/thr Granville 110 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr Mt. watatic 7 hawkcount (pirro)
10/thr barre falls 125 hawkcount (kamp)

bald eagle
9/5 Granville 6 hawkcount (weeks)
9/6 Mt. wachusett 5 hawkcount (stein)
9/17 Mt tom 8 t. Gagnon
9/21 Mt. watatic 7 hawkcount (pirro)
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bald eagle (continued)
9/thr Mt. watatic 12 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Granville 33 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 20 hawkcount (stein)
9/thr barre falls 19 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr barre falls 14 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 15 hawkcount (weeks)

northern harrier
9/20 p.I. 8+ p. + f. vale
9/21 Mt. wachusett 7 hawkcount (stein)
9/21 Mt tom 8 t. Gagnon
9/21 Mt. watatic 4 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Granville 28 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr chatham (M.I.) 17 hawkcount (Manchester)
9/thr barre falls 21 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr Mt. watatic 10 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 19 hawkcount (stein)
10/18 barre falls 6 hawkcount (kamp)
10/19, 26 p.I. 7, 10 r. heil
10/20 Granville 6 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 38 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 44 hawkcount (weeks)

sharp-shinned hawk
9/7, 21 Mt. watatic 22, 76 hawkcount (pirro)
9/17, 22 Mt. wachusett 28, 35 hawkcount (stein)
9/29, 30 barre falls 112, 73 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr chatham (M.I.) 213 hawkcount (Manchester)
9/thr Granville 309 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. watatic 138 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr barre falls 460 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 224 hawkcount (stein)
10/5 sudbury 7 ssbc (petersen)
10/5 bolton flats 11 M. lynch#
10/6 Groton 9 t. pirro
10/6, 7 barre falls 104, 80 hawkcount (kamp)
10/18, 24 barre falls 93, 83 hawkcount (kamp)
10/18 wachusett res. 9 M. lynch#
10/19 Gardner 12 t. pirro
10/20 Granville 120 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 1037 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 736 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr chatham (M.I.) 374 hawkcount (Manchester)

cooper’s hawk
9/6 Mt. wachusett 7 hawkcount (stein)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 42 hawkcount (stein)
9/thr Granville 34 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. watatic 12 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr barre falls 20 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr chatham (M.I.) 61 hawkcount (Manchester)
10/4 cumb. farms 3 M. Maurer
10/5 sudbury 3 ssbc (petersen)
10/5 GMnwr 4 ssbc (petersen)
10/18 barre falls 24 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 51 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 98 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr chatham (M.I.) 66 hawkcount (Manchester)

northern Goshawk
9/27 northboro 1 s. Moore
9/thr western Mass 14 v.o.
10/4 cumb. farms 1 J. sweeney
10/5 bolton flats 1 imm M. lynch#
10/6 nahant 1 l. pivacek
10/16 wellfleet 1 M. sampson
10/thr western Mass 19 v.o.

red-shouldered hawk
9/20 scituate 3 s. Maguire
9/thr dwws 2 d. furbish
9/thr barre falls 2 hawkcount (kamp)
10/18, 20 barre falls 15, 11 hawkcount (kamp)
10/18 stoughton 2 G. d’entremont
10/19 Medford 1 ad r. lafontaine#
10/23 Granville 12 hawkcount (weeks)
10/24 Mt. watatic 3 hawkcount (pirro)

10/thr barre falls 41 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 42 hawkcount (weeks)

broad-winged hawk
9/17, 21 Mt. watatic 1316, 2722 hawkcount (pirro)
9/21 barre falls 1046 eMhw (b. kamp)
9/21 Mt. wachusett 1215 hawkcount (stein)
9/21 Granville 332 hawkcount (weeks)
9/21 petersham 1300+ J. baird
9/thr barre falls 1714 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr Granville 2227 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. watatic 4117 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 1833 hawkcount (stein)
10/1-7 barre falls 31 hawkcount (kamp)
10/1-5 Granville 10 hawkcount (weeks)
10/6-10 Groton 3 t. pirro
10/7 cambr. (f.p.) 14 e. wylde
10/18 barre falls 1 hawkcount (kamp)

Swainson’s Hawk (no details) *
10/22 lincoln/concord 1 dk juv s. perkins

red-tailed hawk
9/thr Granville 17 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr barre falls 14 hawkcount (kamp)
10/20, 24 Granville 48, 55 hawkcount (weeks)
10/24 Mt. watatic 28 hawkcount (pirro)
10/24, 25 barre falls 50, 17 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 206 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 144 hawkcount (kamp)

rough-legged hawk
10/20 Granville 1 hawkcount (weeks)
10/21, 24 northampton 1 packard, Magee
10/22, 30 p.I. 1 dk stevens, bonomo
10/24 barre falls 1 dk hawkcount (kamp)
10/26 essex 1 d. brown#
10/30 barre falls 1 dk hawkcount (kamp)
10/30 salisbury 1 dk n. bonomo

Golden Eagle
10/17-8 boxford (c.p.) 1 imm s. haydock
10/22, 23 Granville 1, 1 hawkcount (weeks)
10/23 pittsfield 1 juv c. Marantz
10/24 Mt. watatic 1 ad hawkcount (pirro)
10/24, 31 barre falls 1, 1 hawkcount (kamp)
10/30 Granville 2 hawkcount (weeks)

american kestrel
9/21 Mt. watatic 19 hawkcount (pirro)
9/21 barre falls 26 hawkcount (kamp)
9/24 Granville 27 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr Mt. watatic 44 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Granville 235 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr barre falls 157 hawkcount (kamp)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 89 hawkcount (stein)
10/5, 8 barre falls 13, 13 hawkcount (kamp)
10/7 Granville 31 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr Granville 159 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr barre falls 69 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Mt. watatic 2 hawkcount (pirro)

Merlin
9/6 p.I. 3 t. wetmore
9/thr Mt. watatic 8 hawkcount (pirro)
9/thr Granville 6 hawkcount (weeks)
9/thr chatham (M.I.) 16 hawkcount (Manchester)
9/thr Mt. wachusett 15 hawkcount (stein)
9/thr barre falls 14 hawkcount (kamp)
10/5 harvard 2 M. lynch#
10/13 barre falls 4 hawkcount (kamp)
10/19 Gardner 3 t. pirro
10/thr barre falls 30 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr Granville 11 hawkcount (weeks)
10/thr chatham (M.I.) 44 hawkcount (Manchester)

Gyrfalcon *
10/17 Ipswich 1 gr J. Macdougall#

peregrine falcon
9/21 p.I. 2 J. trimble#
9/thr Mt. wachusett 3 hawkcount (stein)
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peregrine falcon (continued)
9/thr chatham (M.I.) 11 hawkcount (Manchester)
10/5 Granville 2 hawkcount (weeks)
10/5 newbypt 2 ad t. wetmore
10/5 Ipswich 2 bbc (t. young)
10/5 p.I. 6 e. stromsted#
10/9 Granville 1 hawkcount (weeks)
10/12 nantucket 3 J. hoye#
10/14 barre falls 3 hawkcount (kamp)
10/25 chatham (s.b.) 2 p. flood
10/26 eastham (f.h.) 2 M. lynch#
10/thr barre falls 13 hawkcount (kamp)
10/thr chatham (M.I.) 43 hawkcount (Manchester)

virginia rail
9/7 longmeadow 1 J. wojtanowski
9/20 stockbridge 5 M. lynch#
9/27 GMnwr 1 M. lynch#
10/4 new braintree 1 c. buelow
10/5 bolton flats 1 M. lynch#

sora
9/1 truro 1 J. young
9/12 GMnwr 4 M. rines
9/23 new braintree 1 c. buelow
10/17 dorchester 2 r. donovan
10/25 brewster 1 b s. finnegan

Common Moorhen
9/27 lenox 1 d. st James

american coot
10/5 Medford 1 J. sutherland
10/9 richmond 2 d. st James
10/11 woburn (h.p.) 3 p. + f. vale#
10/19 wakefield 2 p. + f. vale
10/24 cambr. (f.p.) 3 r. stymeist
10/24 GMnwr 14 J. hoye#

black-bellied plover
9/12, 10/14 plymouth b. 1438, 307 a. brissette#
9/16, 10/19 p.I. 150, 22 r. heil
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.)3300, 1400 b. nikula
9/18, 10/18 eastham (cGb)400, 200 b. nikula
9/22 barre falls 4 b. kamp#
9/23, 10/18 GMnwr 1, 10 floyd, perkins
10/1-4 hatfield 1-3 v.o.
10/26 Ipswich 220 bbc (J. nove)
10/31 hadley 1 p. yeskie

american Golden-plover
9/1-10/5 GMnwr 7 max 9/27 v.o.
9/2 hadley 2 h. allen
9/thr p.I. 7 max v.o.
9/6, 10/4 hatfield 1, 3 surner, richards
9/9 Gay head 1 p. trimble
9/12, 10/14 plymouth b. 1, 1 a. brissette#
9/16 chatham (s.b.) 3 b. nikula
9/24-26 orange 1 juv M. taylor
10/17-18 cumb. farms 1 J. sweeney
10/18 eastham (cGb) 1 b. nikula

semipalmated plover
9/12, 10/26 plymouth b. 787, 10 a. brissette#
9/15 arlington res. 4 M. rines#
9/16, 10/26 p.I. 950, 5 r. heil
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.)2200, 600 b. nikula
9/16 essex 240 r. heil
9/18, 10/18 eastham (cGb)500, 45 b. nikula
9/19 southwick 4 s. kellogg
9/19 acoaxet 48 M. lynch#
9/21 GMnwr 30 s. perkins#

piping plover
9/13 chatham (s.b.) 61 b. nikula
9/21 eastham 3 p. flood#
10/26 Ipswich 1 bbc (J. nove)

killdeer
9/21 GMnwr 28 s. perkins#
10/2 hatfield 50 G. lebaron
10/11 Mashpee 21 M. keleheer

american oystercatcher
9/5, 10/13 n. Monomoy 185, 90 b. nikula
9/5 falmouth 2 r. farrell
9/14 dartmouth 4 a. + d. Morgan
9/21 boston 2 G. d’entremont#

American Avocet
9/24 plymouth b. 1 a. brissette#
9/27 duxbury b. 1 c. walker

Greater yellowlegs
9/5 Gay head 200 s. whiting#
9/16, 10/18 chatham 220, 80 b. nikula
9/18, 10/18 eastham (cGb)175, 225 b. nikula
9/21 squantum 34 G. d’entremont#
9/21 n. Monomoy 350 b. nikula
9/30 newbypt 350 s. Grinley
10/3 sunderland 9 a. richards
10/5 randolph 16 G. d’entremont
10/29 turners falls 9 M. taylor

lesser yellowlegs
9/1, 30 newbypt 350, 225 vale, Grinley
9/4 longmeadow 2 w. lafley
9/5, 21 n. Monomoy 150, 22 b. nikula
9/15, 10/13 arlington res. 10, 9 M. rines#
9/16 p.I. 125+ r. heil
10/3 sunderland 6 a. richards
10/26 newbury 21 r. heil

solitary sandpiper
9/6 Mashpee 4 M. keleher
9/17 arlington res. 16 M. rines
10/1 lexington 8 M. rines
10/4 bourne 2 r. farrell
10/23 w. tisbury 1 s. anderson
10/25 hingham 1 c. nims#

willet
9/1 newbypt 13 p. + f. vale
9/21, 10/13 n. Monomoy 30, 18 b. nikula

spotted sandpiper
9/1 winchester 3 r. lafontaine
9/6 p.I. 5 M. lynch#
10/1 lexington 2 M. rines
10/18 wachusett res. 2 M. lynch#
10/30 lynn 2 J. Quigley

upland sandpiper
9/7 westfield 1 t. swochak
9/17-20 Gay head 1 s. anderson + v.o.
10/3-8 dorchester 1 r. donovan

whimbrel
9/5 n. Monomoy 40 b. nikula
9/5 GMnwr 1 b. howell
9/6, 21 p.I. 7, 4 t. wetmore
9/7, 10/19 chatham 12, 1 Manchester, nikula
9/14 wellfleet 10 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/20 eastham 7 d. silverstein#
9/30 edgartown 3 a. keith

hudsonian Godwit
9/3, 10/25 chatham (s.b.) 17, 1 nikula, flood
9/5 n. Monomoy 4 b. nikula
9/18 eastham 12 J. berry#
9/19 acoaxet 2 M. lynch#
9/21, 10/26 p.I. 1, 5 wetmore, heil
10/25 nantucket 1 k. blackshaw#

Marbled Godwit
9/5 p.I. 1 juv r. heil
9/5, 10/13 n. Monomoy 6, 5 b. nikula
9/7 chatham (s.b.) 2 M. harvey#
9/9-24 edgartown 1 s. anderson + v.o.
10/18 chatham 5 b. nikula#

ruddy turnstone
9/1 p.I. 4 t. wetmore
9/12, 10/26 plymouth b. 85, 2 a. brissette#
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.) 35, 7 b. nikula
10/11 westport 9 M. lynch#
10/30 e. Gloucester 13 J. berry#
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red knot
9/16 p.I. 12 r. heil
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.) 550, 120 b. nikula
9/21 n. Monomoy 350 b. nikula
9/21 eastham 80 p. flood#
9/24, 10/26 plymouth b. 110, 21 a. brissette#
10/18 Ipswich 20 J. Macdougall

sanderling
9/9 p.I. 750 r. heil
9/12, 10/26 plymouth b. 1438, 334 a. brissette#
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.)4300, 600 b. nikula
10/10 nahant 430 l. pivacek
10/18 eastham (cGb) 250 b. nikula

semipalmated sandpiper
9/1-10/4 hatfield 1-3 r. packard#
9/4 longmeadow 6 w. lafley
9/9, 10/19 p.I. 2000, 10 berry, heil
9/12, 24 plymouth b. 891, 394 a. brissette#
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.)900, 250 b. nikula
9/18, 10/18 eastham (cGb)1200, 200 b. nikula
9/21 GMnwr 11 s. perkins#

western sandpiper
9/1, 9 p.I. 5 juv r. heil
9/6, 10/11 chatham (s.b.) 12, 8 b. nikula
9/12, 24 plymouth b. 1, 1 a. brissette#
9/14 s. Monomoy 3 b. nikula#
9/18 eastham (cGb) 5 b. nikula
9/25 arlington res. 1 M. rines

least sandpiper
9/1 GMnwr 175 M. resch
9/5 n. Monomoy 120 b. nikula
9/6 p.I. 160+ M. lynch#
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.) 60, 2 b. nikula
9/21 randolph 12 G. d’entremont#
10/1 lexington 2 M. rines
10/4 hatfield 2 G. lebaron#
10/12 nantucket 1 J. hoye#

white-rumped sandpiper
9/9, 10/19 p.I. 175 ad, 7 r. heil
9/16, 10/25 chatham (s.b.)600, 6 b. nikula
9/21, 10/18 eastham 90, 12 flood, nikula
9/24 plymouth b. 7 a. brissette#
10/2 hatfield 1 M. taylor
10/4 sunderland 1 a. richards

baird’s sandpiper
9/1, 5 p.I. 8, 13 juv r. heil
9/1 p’town 1 b. nikula
9/1 longmeadow 2 s. kellogg
9/5-7 chilmark 2-3 a. keith
9/6 eastham 1 d. silverstein#
9/10 GMnwr 1 c. floyd
9/14 s. Monomoy 3+ b. nikula#
9/17 newbypt/p.I. 1 s. sutton
9/19, 10/15 dwws 1, 1 d. furbish
10/13 arlington res. 2 c. cook

pectoral sandpiper
9/thr p.I. 19 max 10/11 v.o.
9/thr GMnwr 65 max 9/21 s. perkins
9/14 s. Monomoy 10 b. nikula#
10/1 hatfield 60 a. richards#
10/2 sunderland 15 a. richards
10/13 n. Monomoy 25 b. nikula#
10/20 cumb. farms 43 a. brissette

dunlin
9/16, 10/26 p.I. 6, 975 r. heil
9/16, 10/11 chatham (s.b.)100, 3000 b. nikula
9/30-10/4 hatfield 2 r. packard#
10/3 sunderland 2 a. richards
10/5, 28 GMnwr 1, 1 petersen, perkins
10/16 w. tisbury 500+ a. keith
10/18 eastham (cGb) 1100 b. nikula
10/19 n. Quabbin 3 h. allen
10/25 stellwagen 2 M. lynch#

10/26 plymouth b. 787 a. brissette#
stilt sandpiper

9/14 s. Monomoy 13 b. nikula#
9/16 p.I. 21 r. heil
9/27 chatham (s.b.) 1 b. nikula
10/26 rowley 3 juv r. heil

buff-breasted sandpiper
9/1, 16 p.I. 1, 4 r. heil
9/1 s. Monomoy 4 imm M. sylvia
9/7 chatham (s.b.) 1 juv M. harvey#
9/9 newbury 1 juv r. heil
9/10 GMnwr 1 c. floyd
9/14 s. Monomoy 2+ b. nikula#
10/2 hatfield 1 G. lebaron
10/12 p.I. 1 d. Gill#

short-billed dowitcher
9/6, 10/18 p.I. 75, 12 berry, neilsen
9/12, 10/14 plymouth b. 32, 1 a. brissette#
9/14 s. Monomoy 45 b. nikula#
9/16, 27 chatham (s.b.) 40, 15 b. nikula
9/18, 10/18 eastham (cGb) 50, 4 b. nikula
10/13 n. Monomoy 2 b. nikula#

long-billed dowitcher
9/7 chatham (s.b.) 1 M. harvey#
10/5 newbypt 3 t. wetmore
10/13 n. Monomoy 1 b. nikula#
10/26 Ipswich 1 bbc (J. nove)
10/26 p.I. 32 r. heil

wilson’s snipe
9/21 GMnwr 12 s. perkins#
10/25 hadley 20 s. kellogg#
10/25 sandwich 5 J. trimble#
10/26 p.I. 2 r. heil
10/thr dorchester 3 r. donovan

american woodcock
9/30 Quabbin (G40) 1 c. buelow
10/4 belmont 1 r. stymeist
10/5 bolton flats 2 M. lynch#
10/19 p.I. 1 t. wetmore
10/19 stoneham 1 d. + I. Jewell
10/31 lenox 1 r. laubach

red-necked phalarope
9/2 rockport (a.p.) 50+ r. heil
9/7 12 m e. of chatham12 b. nikula#

red phalarope
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 1 b. nikula#
9/12-15 westfield 1 t. swochak#

pomarine Jaeger
9/14 wellfleet 1 G. d’entremont
10/12, 29 rockport (a.p.) 1, 5 r. heil

parasitic Jaeger
9/1 s. Monomoy 17 M. sylvia
9/3, 24 chatham (s.b.) 12, 7 b. nikula#
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 10 w. petersen#
9/14 s. Monomoy 4 b. nikula#
9/16, 19 rockport (a.p.) 1, 3 r. heil
9/18 p.I. 1 t. wetmore
9/18 barnstable (s.n.) 5 M. Garvey
9/18 p’town (r.p.) 2 ad lt M. Garvey
9/26, 10/18 chatham 30, 1 p. flood
9/27 chatham (s.b.) 5+ b. nikula
10/4 off chilmark 1 a. keith
10/12 nantucket 1 J. hoye#

laughing Gull
9/14 wellfleet 380 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21 eastham 250 p. flood#
10/13 dennis 800+ p. flood
10/26 rockport (a.p.) 500 J. berry
10/26 barnstable (s.n.) 500+ b. nikula#

little Gull
9/3-10/5 newbypt 3 max 9/21 v.o.
10/23 nahant 1 l. pivacek
10/26 lynn 1 ad J. Quigley
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black-headed Gull
10/26 p.I. 1 ad s. Mirick#
10/26 Marshfield 1 ad d. furbish

bonaparte’s Gull
9/24 nahant 380 l. pivacek
10/6 Marblehead 200+ d. wilkinson
10/18 Ipswich 220 J. berry
10/19 p.I. 450+ p. + f. vale
10/28 cape ann 70 r. heil

lesser black-backed Gull
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 5 J. trimble#
9/14 s. Monomoy 3+ b. nikula#
9/18 eastham (cGb) 2 b. nikula
9/19 edgartown 1 ad a. keith
9/27, 10/11 chatham (s.b.) 25, 11 trimble, nikula
10/10 rockport (a.p.) 1 ad r. heil
10/12-26 p.I. 1 ad d. Gill#
10/12 nantucket 2 J. hoye#
10/26 plymouth b. 1 ad a. brissette#
10/26 e. Gloucester 1 ad J. berry

nelson’s Gull
10/12 plymouth 1 d. furbish

Sabine’s Gull
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 1 s. perkins#

black-legged kittiwake
9/2, 10/12 rockport (a.p.) 1 ad, 9 ad r. heil
9/18 barnstable (s.n.) 1 juv M. Garvey
10/12 p’town 9 b. nikula#
10/13 dennis 2 p. flood
10/25 p.I. 1 ad t. wetmore
10/25 eastham (cGb) 60+ M. lynch#
10/29 rockport (a.p.) 40 r. heil

caspian tern
9/24 nahant 1 l. pivacek
9/27 p.I. 1 s. leonard#
10/5 boston (long I.) 1 r. donovan
10/10 westport 2 J. Gordon#
10/14 plymouth b. 3 a. brissette#

royal tern
9/21 westport 1 e. nielsen#

roseate tern
9/2 rockport (a.p.) 22 r. heil
9/3, 9/21 chatham (s.b.) 250, 200 p. flood#
9/5 falmouth 275 r. farrell
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 250 w. petersen#
9/21 eastham 500 p. flood#
9/24 plymouth b. 19 a. brissette#

common tern
9/2, 10/12 rockport (a.p.)493, 3 r. heil

9/3, 10/25 chatham 8000, 250 flood, nikula
9/7 12 m e. of chatham 6500 s. perkins#
9/16, 10/19 p.I. 300, 1 r. heil
9/18 falmouth 560 r. farrell
9/21 eastham 2700 p. flood#
9/24, 10/26 plymouth b. 1600, 10 a. brissette#
10/12 p’town 2700 b. nikula#
10/13, 26 dennis 330, 60 flood, nikula
10/25 stellwagen 600+ M. lynch#
10/26 n. truro 150+ M. lynch#

arctic tern
9/2 rockport (a.p.) 1 ad r. heil
9/7 eastham 1 c. + s. thompson
9/24 plymouth b. 1 a. brissette#

forster’s tern
9/1 s. Monomoy 12 M. sylvia
9/7 Ipswich (c.b.) 4 s. hedman
9/12, 24 plymouth b. 2, 1 a. brissette#
9/14 wellfleet 6 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21 eastham 3 p. flood#
9/21 p.I. 1 J. trimble#
9/21, 10/25 chatham (s.b.) 3, 1 nikula, flood
9/21 n. Monomoy 4 b. nikula
10/12 p’town 2+ b. nikula#
10/26 dennis 1 p. flood#

least tern
9/14, 26 chatham 5, 1 nikula, flood

black tern
9/1 GMnwr 1 M. rines
9/1 s. Monomoy 17 M. sylvia
9/2 rockport (a.p.) 2 r. heil
9/5 p.I. sound 13 r. heil
9/5 falmouth 4 juv r. farrell
9/6 chatham (s.b.) 5+ b. nikula
9/7 stellwagen to chatham 3 J. trimble#
9/14 s. Monomoy 9 b. nikula#
9/24 plymouth b. 4 a. brissette#

black skimmer
9/1 chatham (s.b.) 1 ad b. nikula
9/24 plymouth b. 2 juv a. brissette#

razorbill
9/18, 19 rockport (a.p.) 1 bonomo, heil#
10/12 p’town 1 b. nikula#
10/12, 29 rockport (a.p.) 1, 2 r. heil

black Guillemot
9/19 ,10/29 rockport (a.p.) 1, 2 r. heil
10/30 e. Gloucester 10 J. berry#

large alcid species
10/28, 29 cape ann 3, 1 r. heil

CUCKOOS THROUGH FINCHES
as was the case last fall, Selasphorus hummingbirds were noted in exceptional numbers,

with individuals reported from six locations. three of these were determined to be rufous.
Interestingly, there were unconfirmed reports of two individuals coming to the feeders in
amherst, lanesboro, and in east sandwich. two of the rufous hummingbirds were banded;
the newbury bird was determined to be a hatch-year male, and the chicopee bird was
determined to be a hatch-year female. the amherst bird was possibly an adult female
Selasphorus. It had several centrally located gorget feathers, more than would be expected for
an immature female Selasphorus.

the annual flight of northern saw-whet owls is best known by the banding reports.
danielle and norman smith initiated a banding project in 1994 with incredible results. during
1999 a total of 411 saw-whets were banded from four sites in eastern Massachusetts (Bird
Observer 30 (2): 95-102). this past october strickland wheelock set up a banding site in
uxbridge, using the same battery-operated audio lure of a saw-whet owl as described by
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danielle smith, and had excellent results with 59 birds banded over twelve nights. other
banding sites in the past, such as williamstown, have had successful results with 86 saw-whets
banded in the fall of 2001. all these sites demonstrate how vast the migration of this tiny owl is
during the fall. a short-eared owl in northampton was the first there in this period since 1999.
Interesting was the fact that no long-eared owls were reported during the period.

the largest numbers of migrating common nighthawks usually occur during august, but
there was a significant movement on the nights of september 4, 5, and 7, and there were two
october reports this year. as many as 5000 chimney swifts were roosting at the end of
september in the hanover chimney that was first discovered last year, and forty-seven were still
present on october 31. there were five red-headed woodpeckers reported, with the individual
from Granville being the first noted from western Massachusetts for the period since 1997.

a Say’s Phoebe was photographed in west tisbury on september 10, just the second
record for Martha’s vineyard. the only other record was also in west tisbury on september 27,
1974. a Scissor-tailed Flycatcher was found and photographed on Morris Island in chatham
in october; the most recent october record for this species was of a bird at cumberland farms
in 1995. there were ten reports of olive-sided flycatcher and three western kingbirds were
noted. white-eyed vireos have now been reported in six of the last eight falls in western
Massachusetts, and there was a good number, at least twenty-eight, of philadelphia vireos noted
during the period.

common ravens continue to be reported in good numbers, with seventeen noted from Mt.
holyoke and nineteen noted from Granville. In the eastern part of the state ravens were noted
from Groton, harvard, and Maynard. although there are no reports of american crow in the
tabulation below, there was much discussion about the lack of crows on the Massbird e-mail
listserv. concerns for a decline in this population await the results of upcoming christmas bird
counts. late reports of northern rough-winged swallows in the fall are almost routine, with
sixty birds noted from Great Meadows in concord and a late flock of 30 in wellesley on
october 25. red-breasted nuthatches were noted from many locations and in substantial
numbers compared to the dismal showing during the same period last year.

the fall migration of passerines is well under way during september. thirty-two warbler
species were noted during the period, two fewer than last year. seth kellogg reported that most
warbler numbers in western Massachusetts were well below historical averages and that a
wilson’s warbler reported on october 18 was the latest date reported for that species in western
Massachusetts. among the noteworthy warblers were three reports of Golden-winged, a
kentucky, at least thirty-four connecticut, and three hooded. there was only one reported cape
May warbler during the period— astonishing, since that as recently as the late 70s, cape May
warblers were one of the more abundant migrants, especially on the cape and the Islands.
numbers were in the 400-500 range in the chatham area alone! In eastern Massachusetts there
were exceptional flights noted on september 5, 13, 28, and real fallout on the morning of
october 1. Many reports from banding stations confirmed the magnitude of these fallouts. the
Joppa flats bird banding station on plum Island started the fall banding season on september
2 and banded a total of 371 new birds of forty-five species by the end of the month. an
outstanding thirteen connecticut warblers were banded there during september. In the past only
two or three were netted during the entire fall season. thrush reports were considerably higher
than during the same period last year, especially for veery, swainson’s, and Gray-cheek types.
among the more unusual migrants found during the period included a sedge wren in
lexington, a summer tanager in edgartown, and a yellow-headed blackbird on tuckernuck.

october is the time for sparrows, a total of twenty-one species plus an Ipswich and a
Gambell’s-type white-crowned were reported during the period. a Henslow’s Sparrow at
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bolton flats and a Harris’s Sparrow from Great Meadows in concord highlighted the rarities.
clay-colored sparrow, considered as a rare fall migrant as recently as 1993, (veit and petersen)
is now a regular occurring species, a total of eighteen reports during the period. In western
Massachusetts they have been recorded for six straight fall migrations. other noteworthy
reports include five lark, two Grasshopper, and fourteen nelson’s sharp-tailed and eleven
vesper sparrows.

the winter finch outlook was better this fall, with predications of a decent flight due to
many species of evergreens having a poor cone crop further north. this may force many species
to head south. purple finches were the most notable arrival, especially in eastern Massachusetts
where they have been scarce and local in recent years. at Gay head on Martha’s vineyard
seventy-five were noted on october 14, and flocks of over ten were noted from many locations.
a flurry of pine siskins was noted but just three evening Grosbeaks were reported. R. Stymeist

Correction: The October 2003 issue incorrectly listed a Say’s Phoebe report as a first spring
record for Massachusetts. In fact, the first spring record occurred in May, 1996, and was
reported in the Third Annual Report of the Massachusetts Avian Records Committee, printed in
December 1998 [bird observer 26 (6) 277].

black-billed cuckoo
9/1 p.I. 1 t. wetmore
9/2 Monterey 1 w. lafley
9/5 hardwick 1 c. buelow
10/4 w. tisbury 1 fide v. laux
10/5 Mnws 1 juv J. nelson#

yellow-billed cuckoo
9/27 p.I. 1 bbc (s. Grinley)
10/5 edgartown 1 r. bray
10/9 worcester 1 h. shainheit
10/17 eastham (f.e.) 1 M. tuttle#
10/20 hingham 1 e. nielsen
10/26 Mattapoisett 1 M. labossiere

cuckoo species
10/29 weymouth 1 s. perkins

eastern screech-owl
9/11 winchester 2 M. rines
9/20 stoneham 3 s. Maguire
9/21 boston 2 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21 holbrook 2 G. d’entremont
9/thr dwws 2 d. furbish
10/5 bolton flats 2 M. lynch#
10/9 newbypt 2 t. wetmore
10/18 Marblehead 2 f. bouchard
thr reports of indiv. from 16 locations

Great horned owl
9/14 carlisle 2 J. keskulla
9/17 lexington pr k. Goldin
9/thr dwws 2 d. furbish
thr reports of indiv. from 9 locations

barred owl
9/5 carlisle 3 G. stalker
9/16 hardwick 2 c. buelow
10/8 carlisle 2 G. stalker
10/28 halifax 2 d. furbish
thr reports of indiv. from 6 locations

short-eared owl
10/27 northampton 1 a. Magee

northern saw-whet owl
9/13 barre fd 1 M. lynch#
10/12 nantucket 1 J. hoye#
10/15 ashfield 1 s. sauter
10/16 northbridge 5 b k. clayton#
10/18 sheffield 1 k. ryan
10/20-31 uxbridge 59 b s. wheelock
10/28 essex 2 J. berry#

common nighthawk

9/4 needham 30 p. Mcfarland
9/4 worcester 250 k. Mills
9/4, 5, 7 northampton 730, 112, 116 t. Gagnon
9/5 newton 300 s. perkins
9/5 barre falls 213 b. kamp#
9/7 leicester 243 M. lynch#
9/14 Jamaica plain 120+ a. Joslin
9/16 pittsfield 125 d. st James
9/28 w. roxbury 10 a. Joslin
10/5 sudbury 1 ssbc (petersen)
10/9 pittsfield 1 t. collins

chimney swift
9/4 needham 60 p. Mcfarland
9/26, 10/5 hanover 5000, 1050 w. petersen
10/5 sudbury 30 ssbc (petersen)
10/16, 31 hanover 535, 47 w. petersen
10/17 Gay head 2 a. keith#

ruby-throated hummingbird
9/1 lynnfield 5 p. + f. vale
9/1 essex 3 p. brown
9/2 winchester 3 M. rines
9/7 barre falls 3 b. kamp#

Rufous Hummingbird *
9/18-10/24 newbury 1 imm m ph b s. stichter, v.o.
10/14-31 e. sandwich 1 imm m ph r. ayotte#
10/thr chicopee 1 imm f b d. Glaszcz#

Selasphorus species *
9/10-20 w. falmouth 1 m ph s. fazzino
10/11-31 lanesboro 1 ph p. dion + v.o.
10/21-28 amherst 1 ph l. cummings#

hummingbird species
10/7 upton 1 r. brill
10/12 lenox 1 t. collins

belted kingfisher
9/14 wellfleet 4 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/20 sheffield 4 M. lynch#
9/21 randolph 4 G. d’entremont#
10/18 wachusett res. 5 M. lynch#

red-headed woodpecker
9/5 leicester 1 imm M. lynch#
10/10 Mt.a. 1 imm r. stymeist#
10/25 Gay head 1 ad v. laux#
10/28 Granville 1 J. weeks#

red-bellied woodpecker
9/20, 10/18 Medford 4, 4 M. rines#
9/21 braintree 3 G. d’entremont#
9/21 boston 3 bbc (r. stymeist)
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red-bellied woodpecker (continued)
10/1 winchester 4 M. rines
10/2 sudbury 3 t. spahr
10/3 westboro 5 t. spahr
10/4 s. Quabbin 5 M. lynch#
10/10 Mt.a. 3 r. stymeist#

yellow-bellied sapsucker
9/20 stockbridge 9 M. lynch#
10/6 nahant 2 l. pivacek
10/6 Mnws 2 r. kipp
10/7 boston 6 G. tepke
10/8 Gay head 6 v. laux#
10/9 chilmark 7 v. laux#
10/17 lincoln 1 imm m M. rines
10/19 boston (fens) 1 l. ferraresso#
10/20 p.I. 1 t. wetmore

hairy woodpecker
9/3 woburn 5 M. rines
9/29 paxton 4 M. lynch#
10/4 s. Quabbin 5 M. lynch#

northern flicker
9/13 lexington 22 M. rines#
9/21 windsor 22 M. lynch#

pileated woodpecker
9/3 Gloucester 2 J. berry#
9/16 hardwick 2 c. buelow
9/20 stockbridge 3 M. lynch#
9/20 bolton flats 2 s. sutton
9/21 windsor 3 M. lynch#
10/4 s. Quabbin 2 M. lynch#

olive-sided flycatcher
9/1-14 reports of indiv. from 10 locations

eastern wood-pewee
9/3 Montague 5 c. buelow
9/3 woburn (h.p.) 6 M. rines
9/27 p’town 2 G. d’entremont#
9/28 p.I. 1 p. + f. vale
10/1 sudbury 2 t. spahr

yellow-bellied flycatcher
9/1 hardwick 2 c. buelow
9/3 woburn 1 M. rines
9/9 Mnws 1 J. hoye
9/11 Gay head 1 a. keith
9/13 Marblehead 1 bbc (delaflor)
9/18 wayland 1 J. hoye#

traill’s flycatcher
9/20 Medford 1 M. rines#
9/20 stockbridge 2 M. lynch#

least flycatcher
9/17 Gay head 1 a. keith#
10/3 chilmark 1 a. keith
10/8 boston (a.a.) 1 a. Joslin

empidonax species
10/31 Gay head 1 a. keith

eastern phoebe
9/13 barre fd 19 M. lynch#
9/20 bolton flats 13 s. sutton
9/27 Gardner 15 t. pirro
10/3 Mt.a. 12 r. stymeist
10/9 lexington 16 M. rines
10/13-31 reports of 1-3 indiv. from 9 locations

Say’s Phoebe (no details) *
9/10 w. tisbury 1 ph w. Manter + v.o.

Great crested flycatcher
9/13 Ipswich 1 J. berry
9/14 wellfleet 1 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/27 p.I. 1 t. wetmore
9/30 Mt.a. 1 r. stymeist

western kingbird
9/6 northampton 1 l. therrian
9/8 Gay head 1 p. Gilmore
10/26 wbws 1 J. Galvani

eastern kingbird
9/1 p.I. 5 p. + f. vale
9/5 chilmark 22 a. keith
9/6 p.I. 10 M. lynch#
9/7 northampton 1 s. surner
9/13 Ipswich 1 J. berry

Scissor-tailed Flycatcher (details submitted) *
10/13-15 chatham 1 ph d. Manchester + v.o.

northern shrike
10/25 salisbury 1 dead t. wetmore

white-eyed vireo
9/3 lenox 1 t. collins
9/13 dwws 1 G. d’entremont

yellow-throated vireo
9/5 hardwick 1 c. buelow
9/20 brewster 1 bbc (e. Giles)
9/21 Mattapan 1 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/22 Montague 1 c. buelow

blue-headed vireo
9/13 dwws 1 G. d’entremont
9/27 burlington 3 M. rines#
9/30, 10/24 edgartown 4, 3 a. keith
10/1 Montague 4 c. buelow
10/4 s. Quabbin 4 M. lynch#
10/6 ware 7 c. buelow
10/18 Medford 11 M. rines#
10/28 Gloucester 1 r. heil

warbling vireo
9/11 woburn 12 M. rines#
9/20 sheffield 1 M. lynch#
9/20 Medford 1 M. rines#
9/21 braintree 1 G. d’entremont#

philadelphia vireo
9/4 belmont 3 M. rines
9/9 Mnws 2 J. hoye
9/13 barre fd 2 M. lynch#
9/14 wellfleet 2 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/20 stockbridge 3 M. lynch#
10/13 Gloucester 1 r. heil
9/1-10/4 reports of indiv. from 15 locations

red-eyed vireo
9/3 Montague 15+ c. buelow
9/13 barre fd 14 M. lynch#
9/20 Medford 12 M. rines#
9/21 p.I. 12 J. trimble#
10/3 Mt.a. 9 r. stymeist
10/12 nantucket 3 J. hoye#
10/21 wakefield 2 f. vale
10/30 rockport (h.p.) 1 imm s. perkins#

blue Jay
9/20, 30 Granville 462, 439 hawkwatch (weeks)
10/4 s. Quabbin 673 M. lynch#

fish crow
9/7 agawam 2 s. kellogg#
9/18 braintree 20 d. furbish
10/7 pittsfield 1 M. + k. conway
10/11 plymouth 7 d. furbish
10/25 boston (bnc) 5 bbc (l. ferraresso)

common raven
9/12 Mt. wachusett 6 J. stein#
9/13 barre fd 3 M. lynch#
9/21 windsor 5 M. lynch#
9/24 Groton 2 t. pirro
10/2 Mt. holyoke 17 h. lappen
10/4 s. Quabbin 10 M. lynch#
10/5 harvard 2 M. lynch#
10/18 Maynard 2 l. nachtrab
10/19 Gardner 4 t. pirro
10/25 Granville 19 J. weeks#

horned lark
9/27 eastham (f.e.) 5 G. d’entremont#
10/3 Granville 1 J. weeks#
10/8 Groton 2 t. pirro
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horned lark (continued)
10/11 acoaxet 1 M. lynch#
10/13 arlington res. 1 c. cook
10/25 p.I. 42 t. wetmore
10/26 salisbury 15 p. + f. vale

purple Martin
9/6 p.I. 3 M. lynch#

tree swallow
9/1, 10/18 p.I. 1000, 10 t. wetmore
9/14 s. Monomoy 5000+ b. nikula#
9/21, 10/19 chatham 6500, 1500 Manchester, nikula
9/28, 10/25 sandwich2500, 65 d’entremont, trimble
10/4 hatfield 200 s. kellogg#
10/6, 22 falmouth 2000, 500 G. Gove
10/12 Gay head 1500 ssbc (d. clapp)
10/17 cumb. farms 500 J. sweeney
10/26 barnstable 120+ b. nikula#

northern rough-winged swallow
10/5 arlington res. 6 M. rines
10/5, 28 GMnwr 60, 3 petersen, perkins
10/13 p.I. 1 J. trimble
10/25 wellesley 30 k. winkler

bank swallow
9/1 longmeadow 1 c. Marantz
9/21 GMnwr 1 s. perkins#
10/4 hatfield 5 s. kellogg#

cliff swallow
9/1 longmeadow 1 c. Marantz
9/4 dwws 1 d. furbish
9/28 GMnwr 1 s. perkins
10/4 hatfield 5 h. allen

barn swallow
9/1 hardwick 10 c. buelow
9/6 bolton flats 20 s. sutton
9/6 chatham (M.I.) 122 d. Manchester
9/6 Mt. watatic 50 t. pirro
9/13, 10/4 p.I. 40, 2 t. wetmore
9/18 chatham (M.I.) 15 d. Manchester
10/4 arlington res. 1 a. + G. Gurka
10/12 nantucket 2 J. hoye#
10/17 cumb. farms 1 J. sweeney

red-breasted nuthatch
9/13 barre fd 62 M. lynch#
9/14 wellfleet 13 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21, 10/26 p.I. 4, 10 trimble, wetmore
9/28 Gardner 25 t. pirro
10/4 s. Quabbin 31 M. lynch#
10/8 brewster 6 M. sampson
10/25 carlisle 15 t. brownrigg
thr reports from many locations statewide

brown creeper
9/13 barre fd 4 M. lynch#
10/10 p.I. 10 t. spahr
10/10 salisbury 3 d. chickering
10/18 wachusett res. 4 M. lynch#
10/18 Mnws 8 f. bouchard

carolina wren
9/1-10/30 western Mass 10 v.o.
9/13 Marblehead 8 bbc (delaflor)
9/14 wellfleet 9 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/29 lexington 7 M. rines
10/18 Medford 8 M. rines#
10/18 stoughton 7 G. d’entremont
10/28 cape ann 22 r. heil

house wren
9/6 woburn 9 M. rines#
9/6 belmont 8 r. stymeist#
9/13, 10/3 lexington 15, 5 M. rines#
9/20 framingham 8 J. hoye#
10/18 belmont 2 p. + f. vale
10/22 burlington 1 M. rines
10/26 chilmark 1 a. keith

winter wren
10/9 Mnws 2 k. haley
10/18 belmont 2 r. stymeist#
9/21-10/31 reports of indiv. from 15 locations

Sedge Wren
9/13 lexington 1 M. rines#

Marsh wren
9/27 GMnwr 10 M. lynch#
9/28 sandwich 1 G. d’entremont#
10/4 tyringham 1 M. + k. conway
10/9 northampton 1 t. Gagnon
10/18 dorchester 7 r. donovan
10/28 Gloucester (e.p.) 1 r. heil

Golden-crowned kinglet
9/13 barre fd 4 M. lynch#
10/3 newbypt 1 s. McGrath
10/4 Mt.a. 1 r. Merrill
10/7 Mnws 12 c. Marantz
10/18 wachusett res. 8 M. lynch#
10/25 p.I. 10 t. wetmore
10/25 Gloucester (e.p.) 8 J. nelson
10/28 cape ann 10 r. heil
10/30 hyannis 8 c. buelow

ruby-crowned kinglet
9/7 Marshfield 1 d. furbish
9/13 barre fd 1 M. lynch#
10/8 Montague 19 c. buelow
10/13 wachusett res. 24 s. sutton
10/17 brookfield 11 c. buelow
10/18 Medford 15 M. rines#
10/18 belmont 14 r. stymeist#
10/19 Gardner 12 t. pirro
10/26 hrwMa 10 t. pirro

blue-gray Gnatcatcher
9/3 Montague 3 c. buelow
9/6 bolton flats 2 s. sutton
9/28 p.I. 3 p. + f. vale
9/28 worcester 2 M. lynch#
10/9 rockport (a.p.) 3 r. heil

eastern bluebird
9/3 woburn 8 M. rines
9/18 wellfleet 10 J. berry#
10/4 hatfield 25 s. kellogg#
10/8 barre falls 7 b. kamp
10/9 pepperell 14 e. stomsted
10/13 uxbridge 12 M. lynch#
10/19 wayland 8 bbc (G. long)
10/25 hingham 9 c. nims#
10/30 Granville 10 J. weeks#

veery
9/1 onwr 5 s. sutton
9/3 woburn 1 M. rines
9/4 southwick 1 s. kellogg
9/30 concord 1 s. perkins
9/30 p.I. 1 b b. flemer
10/1 uxbridge 1 b s. wheelock
10/2 sudbury 1 t. spahr
10/4 s. Quabbin 1 M. lynch#

Gray-cheeked thrush
9/27, 10/1 uxbridge 1 b, 1 b s. wheelock
9/30 p.I. 1 b b. flemer

Gray-cheeked/bicknell’s thrush
9/23-26 boston 1 G. tepke
10/4 s. Quabbin 2 M. lynch#
10/7 Mnws 1 c. Marantz

swainson’s thrush
9/30 concord 6 s. perkins
10/1 uxbridge 3 b s. wheelock
10/2 sudbury 3 t. spahr
10/10 Monterey 1 r. packard
10/14 wakefield 2 f. vale

hermit thrush
10/9 Mnws 12 k. haley
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hermit thrush (continued)
10/18 belmont 6 r. stymeist#
10/18 Medford 19 M. rines#
10/19 Gardner 7 t. pirro
10/20 Mt.a 9 r. stymeist
10/30 boston 5 G. tepke
10/30 p.I. 5 n. bonomo
10/30 rockport (h.p.) 8 s. perkins#

wood thrush
9/20 Maynard 2 l. nachtrab
9/21 braintree 2 G. d’entremont
9/21 holbrook 2 G. d’entremont
9/28 Medford 1 M. rines
9/30 p.I. 1 b b. flemer
10/1 uxbridge 1 b s. wheelock
10/6 carlisle 1 J. keskulla

american robin
9/6, 10/18 bolton flats 4000, 250 s. sutton
10/14 Gay head 1800 v. laux
10/26 n. truro 237 M. lynch#
10/26 hrwMa 200+ t. pirro

Gray catbird
9/13 dwws 48 G. d’entremont
9/20 stockbridge 43 M. lynch#
9/20 p.I. 35+ p. + f. vale
10/4 belmont 27 r. stymeist
10/5 bolton flats 37 M. lynch#
10/12 Martha’s vineyard 14 ssbc (d. clapp)
10/16 burlington 2 M. rines
10/28 cape ann 3 r. heil

brown thrasher
9/3 woburn 4 M. rines
9/21 nahant 4 d. saffarewich
9/28 p.I. 17 p. + f. vale
10/4 winchester 4 M. rines#
10/18 belmont 1 f. vale
10/18 p.I. 1 d. chickering
10/22 burlington 1 M. rines

american pipit
9/20, 10/26 bolton flats 5, 22 s. sutton
9/21, 10/18 p.I. 15, 40 trimble, nielsen
9/23, 10/18 GMnwr 15, 45 s. perkins#
10/3 sunderland 50 a. richards
10/12 Ipswich 50 d. Gill#
10/16 pittsfield 100 t. collins
10/26 newbury 75 r. heil
10/31 hadley 50 p. yeskie

cedar waxwing
9/20 stockbridge 52 M. lynch#
9/20 p.I. 39 p. + f. vale
9/20 bolton flats 105 s. sutton
9/20 sheffield 46 M. lynch#
9/21 windsor 24 M. lynch#
10/14 Gay head 800 v. laux
10/18 GMnwr 32 migr s. perkins#

blue-winged warbler
9/29 nahant 1 l. pivacek
9/30 edgartown 1 a. keith
10/1 Milton 1 p. o’neill
10/5 Mnws 1 M. emmons

Golden-winged warbler
9/10 w. tisbury 1 l. Mcdowell#
9/14 wellfleet 1 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/21 bourne 1 m J. kricher

tennessee warbler
9/2 northampton 1 t. Gagnon
9/3 Monterey 1 w. lafley
9/27 Gardner 1 t. pirro
9/29 Gay head 1 a. keith
10/1 sudbury 2 t. spahr
10/3 s. boston 1 r. donovan
10/7 Mnws 1 c. Marantz
10/18 bolton flats 1 s. sutton

orange-crowned warbler
10/10 Gloucester 2 r. heil
10/18 belmont 2 r. stymeist#
10/4-31 reports of indiv. from 10 locations

nashville warbler
10/4 s. Quabbin 2 M. lynch#
10/4 cumb. farms 3 M. Maurer
10/4 belmont 3 r. stymeist
10/6 stoneham 2 d. + I. Jewell
10/8 Montague 2 c. buelow
thr reports of indiv. from many locations

northern parula
9/20 bolton flats 4 s. sutton
9/20, 10/18 Medford 5, 1 M. rines#
9/27 lexington 10 p. + f. vale
9/28 worcester 15 M. lynch#
9/30 Mt.a. 3 r. stymeist
10/1 Montague 4 c. buelow
10/4 winchester 4 M. rines#
10/10, 28 Gloucester 4, 1 r. heil
10/24 edgartown 1 v. laux#

yellow warbler
9/1 holland 1 s. kellogg
9/21 squantum 1 G. d’entremont#
9/21 p.I. 3 J. trimble#

chestnut-sided warbler
9/3, 22 Montague 6, 1 c. buelow
9/5 worc. (bMb) 2 J. liller
9/13 lexington 2 M. rines#
9/20 Medford 2 M. rines#
10/4 belmont 1 r. stymeist
10/4 s. Quabbin 1 M. lynch#
10/6 nahant 1 l. pivacek

Magnolia warbler
9/3, 10/8 Montague 3, 3 c. buelow
9/20 sheffield 3 M. lynch#
9/20 Medford 4 M. rines#
9/21 windsor 2 M. lynch#
10/1 sudbury 2 t. spahr
10/4 amherst 2 d. Minnear
10/8 brewster 1 M. sampson

cape May warbler
10/14 Gay head 1 v. laux

black-throated blue warbler
9/8 carlisle 3 J. keskulla
9/13 Marblehead 3 bbc (delaflor)
9/15 Montague 4 c. buelow
10/1 sudbury 20+ t. spahr
10/4 winchester 3 M. rines#
10/7 Mnws 15 c. Marantz
10/10 Gloucester 3 r. heil
10/24 GMnwr 1 M. kaufman
10/26 p.I. 1 m ad t. wetmore
10/28 rockport 1 f r. heil

yellow-rumped warbler
9/21, 10/19 p.I. 4, 53 trimble, vale
10/1 winchester 2 M. rines
10/8, 22 burlington 21, 113 M. rines
10/10 Gloucester 100+ r. heil
10/10 Mt.a. 80 r. stymeist#
10/12 Gloucester 350+ r. heil
10/18 wachusett res. 62 M. lynch#
10/25 brewster 103 b s. finnegan
10/26 n. truro 158 M. lynch#

black-throated Green warbler
9/20, 10/18 Medford 14, 2 M. rines#
9/27 lexington 18 p. + f. vale
9/28 worcester 15+ M. lynch#
10/1 Montague 11 c. buelow
10/4 winchester 14 M. rines#
10/30 p.I. 1 n. bonomo
10/30 boston 1 G. tepke
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blackburnian warbler
9/3 Montague 5 c. buelow
9/9, 10/1 sudbury 2, 2 t. spahr
9/13 barre fd 2 M. lynch#
9/20 sheffield 2 M. lynch#
10/4 belmont 1 r. stymeist
10/12 nantucket 1 J. hoye#

pine warbler
9/13 barre fd 27 M. lynch#
9/15 Montague 15 c. buelow
9/29 paxton 14 M. lynch#
10/19 woburn (h.p.) 1 d. frugugliette#

prairie warbler
9/11 woburn 2 M. rines#
9/13 barre fd 2 M. lynch#
9/14 wellfleet 4 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/28 worcester 2 M. lynch#
10/25 Gloucester (e.p.) 1 J. nelson

palm warbler
9/18 wellfleet 15 J. berry#
9/22 dwws 20 w d. furbish
10/2 taunton 16 J. sweeney
10/4 cumb. farms 26 J. sweeney
10/5 bolton flats 15 M. lynch#
10/8 burlington 31 M. rines
10/10 nahant 22 l. pivacek
10/12 nantucket 15 J. hoye#
10/25 sandwich 38 J. trimble#

bay-breasted warbler
9/3-10/5 reports of indiv. from 7 locations
10/22 nahant 1 l. pivacek

blackpoll warbler
9/1 onwr 1 s. sutton
9/4 southwick 3 s. kellogg
9/13, 29 lexington 4, 22 M. rines#
9/13 barre fd 106 M. lynch#
9/13 Gardner 50+ t. pirro
9/17 wakefield 32+ f. vale
9/20, 10/18 Medford 38, 1 M. rines#
9/21, 10/14 Gay head 1200, 45 pelikan, laux
9/29 paxton 96 M. lynch#
10/4 s. Quabbin 68 M. lynch#
10/4 winchester 12 M. rines#

black-and-white warbler
9/3 Montague 10+ c. buelow
9/13 Marblehead 4 bbc (delaflor)
9/20 Medford 5 M. rines#
9/21 p.I. 5 J. trimble#
10/1 sudbury 40 t. spahr
10/19 woburn (h.p.) 1 d. frugugliette#

american redstart
9/2, 10/1 winchester 7, 2 M. rines
9/3 Montague 8 c. buelow
9/13 Marblehead 7 bbc (delaflor)
9/20, 10/6 Medford 17, 2 M. rines#
9/27 lexington 15 p. + f. vale
9/27 burlington 4 M. rines#
10/25 Gay head 1 v. laux
10/28 Jamaica plain 1 M. kaufman

worm-eating warbler
9/29 nahant 1 l. pivacek

ovenbird
9/1 onwr 1 s. sutton
9/22 Montague 1 c. buelow
9/25 uxbridge 2 s. wheelock#
10/7 Mnws 1 c. Marantz

northern waterthrush
9/2 winchester 3 M. rines
9/13, 10/3 lexington 2 ,1 M. rines#
9/13 Marblehead 2 bbc (delaflor)
9/24 nahant 2 l. pivacek

kentucky warbler
9/6-7 Mnws 1 ad k. haley

connecticut warbler
9/thr p.I. 13 b b. flemer
9/6, 7, 13 auburn 1 b, 1 b 1 b M. blazis
9/13 barre fd 3 M. lynch#
9/20 stockbridge 2 imm M. lynch#
9/21 p.I. 3 c. floyd
9/25 hadley 2 a. Magee
9/18-10/13 reports of indiv. from 8 locations

Mourning warbler
9/2-10/10 reports of indiv. from 10 locations

common yellowthroat
10/2 woburn 21 M. rines
10/4 cumb. farms 20 M. Maurer
10/5 lexington 31 M. rines
10/19 boston (fens) 6 r. stymeist#

hooded warbler
9/28 n. andover 1 b. + w. drummond
10/1-9 Mnws 1 d. noble + v.o.
10/2 p.I. 1 imm b d. larson

wilson’s warbler
9/20 Medford 2 M. rines#
9/21, 10/6 nahant 2, 1 l. pivacek#
9/21 squantum 2 G. d’entremont#
9/22 burlington 2 M. rines
9/28 winchester 2 M. rines
10/18 deerfield 1 h. allen

canada warbler
9/3 Montague 3 c. buelow
9/6 Mnws 1 p. + f. vale
9/20 Mt.a. 1 r. stymeist
9/26 M.v. 1 M. pelikan
10/6 Mnws 1 r. kipp

yellow-breasted chat
10/25 Gay head 3 v. laux
thr reports of indiv. from 11 locations

summer tanager
9/15-16 edgartown 1 r. stone

scarlet tanager
9/20 Quabbin park 12 J. + M. scott
9/28 worcester 15+ M. lynch#
10/2 Mt.a. 10 b. Miller
10/4 woburn 3 M. rines
10/6 Medford 2 M. rines#
10/10 Gloucester 1 r. heil
10/18 newton 1 bbc (l. ferraresso)

eastern towhee
9/28 p.I. 30+ p. + f. vale
10/4 s. Quabbin 27 M. lynch#
10/26 n. truro 2 M. lynch#
10/28 Gloucester (e.p.) 2 m r. heil

american tree sparrow
10/19 woburn (h.p.) 1 d. frugugliette#
10/20 northfield 1 M. taylor
10/25 bradford 2 d. larson

chipping sparrow
9/3 pittsfield 100 t. collins
9/14 wellfleet 95 bbc (r. stymeist)
10/4 Groton 85 M. resch
10/18 Medford 80 M. rines#
10/31 Gay head 100 v. laux

clay-colored sparrow
thr reports of indiv. from 14 locations
10/3 Gay head 2 M. pelikan#
10/25 sandwich 2 J. trimble#

field sparrow
9/13 barre fd 5 M. lynch#
10/14 Montague 6 c. buelow
10/18 westboro 6 t. spahr

vesper sparrow
9/4, 10/9 northampton 1 sauter, lebaron
9/26 chatham (M.I.) 2 d. Manchester
10/6 stoneham 1 d. + I. Jewell
10/11 p.I. 2 p. roberts
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vesper sparrow (continued)
10/17 cumb. farms 1 J. sweeney
10/25 Gay head 3 v. laux#
10/28 Gloucester 1 r. heil

lark sparrow
9/13 barre fd 1 M. lynch#
9/22, 10/16 Gay head 1, 1 anderson laux
10/8 wellfleet 1 M. sampson
10/11-14 natick 1 d. Gibson + v.o.

savannah sparrow
10/4 hardwick 100 c. buelow
10/5 bolton flats 64 M. lynch#
10/9 lexington 63 M. rines
10/9 Marshfield 40 d. furbish
10/18 newbury 70 e. nielsen
10/25 sandwich 50 J. trimble#

“Ipswich sparrow”
10/16 p.I. 1 d. larson
10/19 dorchester 1 r. donovan

Grasshopper sparrow
10/10 northampton 1 p. yeskie
10/31 Gay head 1 v. laux

Henslow’s Sparrow (accepted by Marc) *
10/5 bolton flats 1 M. lynch#

nelson’s sharp-tailed sparrow
10/4 dorchester 2 r. donovan
10/4 wayland 1 G. long
10/5 bolton flats 1 M. lynch#
10/8-11 northampton 1 p. yeskie
10/14 edgartown 1 a. keith
10/19 newbypt 8 r. heil

saltmarsh sharp-tailed sparrow
9/21 e. boston 4 bbc (r. stymeist)
9/27 eastham (f.e.) 5 G. d’entremont#
9/28 p.I. 12 p. + f. vale
9/28 sandwich 1 G. d’entremont#
10/19 newbypt 6 r. heil
10/19 dorchester 6 r. donovan

sharp-tailed sparrow
10/15, 25 GMnwr 1 kwong, harris

seaside sparrow
10/16 p.I. 1 d. larson

fox sparrow
10/13 wachusett res. 8 s. sutton
10/25 amherst 1 d. Minnear

song sparrow
10/4 hardwick 75 c. buelow
10/5 bolton flats 99 M. lynch#
10/10 wayland 80 G. long
10/25 sandwich 125 J. trimble#

lincoln’s sparrow
9/8, 10/26 hrwMa 2, 1 t. pirro
9/26 framingham 5 J. hoye#
10/3 lexington 9 M. rines
10/5 Ipswich 5 bbc (t. young)
10/5 bolton flats 29 M. lynch#
10/8, 22 burlington 6, 1 M. rines

swamp sparrow
9/20 stockbridge 86 M. lynch#
10/4 new braintree 55 c. buelow
10/5 bolton flats 156 M. lynch#
10/12 westboro wMa 120 M. lynch#
10/19 cumb. farms 50+bbc (o. spalding)

white-throated sparrow
9/21 windsor 28 M. lynch#
10/8 burlington 83 M. rines
10/12 westboro wMa 239 M. lynch#
10/13 wachusett res. 125 s. sutton
10/19 Gardner 100+ t. pirro
10/28 cape ann 88 r. heil

Harris’s Sparrow *
10/7-9 GMnwr 1 imm s. wheelock + v.o.

white-crowned sparrow
9/6 dennis 1 d. silverstein
9/30 pittsfield 10 t. collins
10/9 northampton 8 G. lebaron
10/19 Gardner 7 t. pirro
10/22 burlington 8 M. rines
10/26 newbury 11 imm r. heil
10/28 cape ann 10 imm r. heil

Gambell’s white-crowned sparrow
10/26 newbury 1 imm r. heil

dark-eyed Junco
9/20 Medford 1 a. ankers
10/3 Mt.a. 2 r. stymeist
10/13 wachusett res. 85 s. sutton
10/18 Medford 65 M. rines#
10/24 Mt. watatic 100+ t. pirro
10/31 Gay head 250 v. laux

lapland longspur
10/4 hardwick 1 c. buelow
10/13 chatham (s.b.) 3 r. donovan#
10/19 p.I. 8 r. heil
10/26 salisbury 1 p. + f. vale

snow bunting
10/24 Mt. watatic 2 t. pirro
10/25 salisbury 30 t. wetmore
10/26 p.I. 25 t. wetmore
10/26 Ipswich 1 bbc (J. nove)
10/26 falmouth 4 r. farrell
10/28 rockport 5 r. heil

rose-breasted Grosbeak
9/6 belmont 11 r. stymeist#
9/13 lexington 14 M. rines#
9/21 p.I. 2 t. wetmore
10/4 woburn 2 M. rines
10/6 Medford 2 M. rines#
10/17 truro 1 f ccbc (dettrey)

blue Grosbeak
9/7 hadley 1 p. yeskie
9/21 chilmark 1 M. scott
9/21 nahant 1 l. pivacek#
10/25 sandwich 1 J. trimble#
10/25 wellesley 1 k. winkler
10/25 harwich 1 p. schwab#
10/26 cumb. farms 1 M. Maurer#

Indigo bunting
9/20 bolton flats 16 s. sutton
9/29 hardwick 7 c. buelow
10/9 lexington 10 M. rines
10/11 truro 5 b. nikula#
10/13 newton 5 (bbc) f. vale#
10/20 s. boston 1 r. donovan

dickcissel
9/21, 10/13 p.I. 2, 1 J. trimble#
10/2 edgartown 2 s. anderson
10/14 Gay head 32 v. laux#
thr reports of indiv. from 14 locations

bobolink
9/1 p’town 10 b. nikula
9/5 leicester 88 M. lynch#
9/6 bolton flats 75 s. sutton
9/7 northampton 138 t. Gagnon
9/27 GMnwr 77 M. lynch#
9/29, 10/9 lexington 18, 2 M. rines
10/2 taunton 28 J. sweeney
10/19 Marstons Mills 2 st. Miller#

eastern Meadowlark
10/18 westboro 1 t. spahr
10/24 dwws 14 d. furbish
10/25 sandwich 5 J. trimble#
10/25 eastham (f.h.) 8 M. lynch#
10/26 p.I. 4 r. heil

Yellow-headed Blackbird
9/7 tuckernuck 1 r. r. veit
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rusty blackbird
9/5 lincoln 10 M. rines
10/11 lexington 4 M. rines
10/14 Gay head 8 v. laux
10/18, 28 GMnwr 28 migr, 15 migr s. perkins#
10/19 wayland 6 bbc (G. long)
10/25 carlisle 6 t. brownrigg
10/26 bolton flats 12 s. sutton
10/26 s. Gardner 7 t. pirro
10/31 northampton 5 r. packard

brown-headed cowbird
10/14 Gay head 1200 v. laux

baltimore oriole
9/6 Gay head 7 v. laux#
9/21 p.I. 3 t. wetmore
9/27 truro 4 G. d’entremont#
10/10, 20 Mt.a. 3, 1 r. stymeist#
10/10 Gloucester 2 r. heil
10/11 woburn (h.p.) 2 p. + f. vale#
10/28 stoneham 1 d. + I. Jewell

purple finch
9/13 barre fd 4 M. lynch#
9/21 p.I. 12 J. trimble#
9/21 windsor 21 M. lynch#
10/14 Gay head 75 v. laux
10/19 Medford 10 M. rines
10/19 Gardner 35+ t. pirro
10/25 sandwich 12 J. trimble#
10/26 hrwMa 20 t. pirro

pine siskin
9/21 p.I. 2 J. trimble#
10/13 Groveland 1 d. chickering
10/14 Gay head 2 v. laux
10/18 pepperell 1 M. resch
10/19 w. newbury 1 f. vale
10/26 n. truro 5 M. lynch#
10/30 salisbury 2 n. bonomo

evening Grosbeak
9/7 barre falls 1 b. kamp#
9/21 windsor 1 M. lynch#
10/25 amherst 1+ G. d’entremont

how to contrIbute bIrd sIGhtInGs to bIrd observer

sightings for any given month must be reported in writing by the eighth of the following month, and may be
submitted by postal mail or e-mail. send written reports to bird sightings, robert h. stymeist, 94 Grove street,
watertown, Ma 02172. Include name and phone number of observer, common name of species, date of sighting,
location, number of birds, other observer(s), and information on age, sex, and morph (where relevant). for
instructions on e-mail submission, visit: <http://massbird.org/birdobserver/sightings/>.

species on the review list of the Massachusetts avian records committee (indicated by an asterisk [*] in
the bird reports), as well as species unusual as to place, time, or known nesting status in Massachusetts, should be
reported promptly to the Massachusetts avian records committee, c/o Marjorie rines, Massachusetts audubon
society, south Great road, lincoln, Ma 01773, or by e-mail to <marj@mrines.com>.

The American Bird Conservancy Guide to the 500 Most
Important Bird Areas in the United States

news from birdwire: this new book describes the top sites for birds and bird
conservation in all fifty states, and provides key information to birdwatchers who
want to visit them. the Guide is the culmination of six years of research by
american bird conservancy (abc) scientists working in collaboration with
hundreds of biologists across the country. complete with color illustrations, maps,
and a comprehensive index, it is the perfect companion to all bird field guides and a
must have for any bird enthusiast’s collection.

the Guide is available from abc’s new online store at
<http://shop.abcbirds.org/>, where a portion of all sales proceeds goes to support
our conservation mission. to find out more about abc’s work, please see our web
site at: <http://www.abcbirds.org>.

birdwire is the email news and action alert system of american bird
conservancy <http://www.abcbirds.org>. we aim to bring you the latest news on
bird conservation throughout the americas and inform you how you can help
preserve our unique avian biodiversity. 
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ABBREVIATIONS FOR BIRD SIGHTINGS
Locations
a.a. arnold arboretum
abc allen bird club
a.p. andrews point, rockport
a.pd allens pond, s. dartmouth
b. beach
barre fd barre falls dam,

barre, rutland
b.I. belle Isle, e. boston
b.r. bass rocks, Gloucester
bbc brookline bird club
bbs breeding bird survey
bMb broad Meadow brook, worcester
c.b. crane beach, Ipswich
cGb coast Guard beach, eastham
c.p. crooked pond, boxford
cambr. cambridge
ccbc cape cod bird club
corp. b. corporation beach, dennis
cumb. farms cumberland farms,

Middleboro
dfws drumlin farm wildlife sanctuary
dwMa delaney wMa

stow, bolton, harvard
dwws daniel webster ws
e.p. eastern point, Gloucester
eMhw eastern Mass. hawk watch
f.e. first encounter beach, eastham
f.h. fort hill, eastham
f.M. fowl Meadow
f.p. fresh pond, cambridge
f.pk franklin park, boston
G40 Gate 40, Quabbin res.
GMnwr Great Meadows nwr
h. harbor
h.p. halibut point, rockport
hrwMa high ridge wMa, Gardner
I. Island
Irws Ipswich river ws
l. ledge
M.v. Martha’s vineyard
Mas Mass. audubon society
Marc Mass. avian records committee
Mccs Manomet center for

conservation science
MbwMa Martin burns wMa, newbury
Mnws Marblehead neck ws
Mssf Myles standish state

forest, plymouth

Mt.a. Mt. auburn cemetery, cambr.
nac nine acre corner, concord
newbypt newburyport
onwr oxbow national wildlife refuge
p.I. plum Island
pd pond
p’town provincetown
pont. pontoosuc lake, lanesboro
r.p. race point, provincetown
res. reservoir
s. dart. south dartmouth
s.b. south beach, chatham
s.n. sandy neck, barnstable
sp state park
srv sudbury river valley
ssbc south shore bird club
tasl take a second look

boston harbor census
wbws wellfleet bay ws
wMws wachusett Meadow ws
wompatuck sp hingham, cohassett,

scituate, and norwell
worc. worcester
ws wildlife sanctuary

Other Abbreviations

ad adult
alt alternate
b banded
br breeding
dk dark (phase)
f female
fl fledgling
imm immature
juv juvenile
lt light (phase)
m male
max maximum
migr migrating
n nesting
ph photographed
pl plumage
pr pair
s summer (1s = 1st summer)
v.o. various observers
w winter (2w = second winter)
yg young
# additional observers

Help Produce Bird Observer
Bird Observer is produced by an all-volunteer staff who enjoy the chance to

contribute something to the birding community. we are currently looking for the
following position:

Mailing Manager: works with the production editor, subscription Manager,
and other volunteers to coordinate the printing and mailing of the journal. the
Mailing Manager picks up the issue from the printer, maintains mailing supplies,
organizes a team of mailers, and participates in labeling and sorting the issue. not
much time is involved, but this position requires good communication skills and a
take-charge attitude.

Interested? to discuss it further, call david larson at (978) 462-9998, or e-mail
him at dlarson@massaudubon.org.
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share where you bird: where-to-Go birding articles sought

Bird Observer has published a where-to-go-birding article, or site guide, in
almost every issue of its 31-year run. the editorial staff intends to continue this
practice. as part of our efforts to give the magazine a new england-wide focus, we
have reached out to authors in all six states and have been able to increase the
proportion of site guides from places outside Massachusetts. of course many good
birding sites in the other five states have not yet been written up in our journal, and
we would like to encourage submission of articles on those. at the same time we
plan to continue with our success in including more accounts from western
Massachusetts. 

In Bird Observer’s early years, most of the site guides were from eastern
Massachusetts, as reflected in the original name of the journal (Bird Observer of
Eastern Massachusetts). the sites described in the 1970s were generally the areas
most popular and most heavily birded. Many of today’s readers were not
subscribers then, and have never had the benefit of those articles. (note: several
were updated for the 1994 Birder’s Guide to Eastern Massachusetts, co-published
by Bird Observer and the american birding association.) It is time now to consider
rewrites of those old site guides, given the changes that have affected the locations
and the need for up-to-date guides for current subscribers. 

so potential authors are hereby also solicited for where-to-go articles for places
such as the newburyport/plum Island/salisbury area (or parts thereof), cape ann,
the lynnfield marsh, Great Meadows nwr, cambridge (Mt. auburn cemetery and
fresh pond, for example), revere/winthrop, the Quincy/squantum area, scituate,
coastal spots in plymouth, the falmouth area, and the bolton/lancaster flats. (some
central and western site guides have been revised and included in the new Bird
Finding Guide to Western Massachusetts.) 

Inside Massachusetts or beyond, there are many places needing attention.
please don’t feel limited to those listed, though they certainly deserve priority. site
guides to any good birding spots are always welcome. email Jim berry at
jimberry@nii.net if you have something to offer. 
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ABOUT THE COVER
double-crested cormorant

the double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus) is north america’s most
widespread and abundant cormorant species. Its generic name comes from the Greek
Phalakrokax that means “bald raven,” and its species name means “eared,” the latter
describing the plumes that are present during March through May in both sexes. the
word cormorant comes from old french cormoran that is derived from corp (meaning
“crow”) and marenc (“belonging to the sea”). the double-crested cormorant appears
largely black, but at close range and in good light some feathers show a greenish or
bronzy cast. It is distinguished from other cormorant species by the orange-yellow
facial and throat skin. Great cormorants are larger, have white hip patches during
breeding season, and have white feathers on the throat. the sexes are similar in
plumage. Juvenile double-crested cormorants have light-colored breasts and dark
stomachs, while juvenile Great cormorants have the reverse pattern. double-crested
cormorants are frequently seen perched on rocks or man-made structures, often with
wings spread. cormorants have wettable feathers, thought to be an adaptation for
diving, and the spread-wing posture is an adaptation for drying out wet feathers. 

the double-crested cormorant is polytypic, with five generally accepted
subspecies based on differences in size and plume characters. the nominate race P. a.
auritus is found in eastern and central north america. double-crested cormorants
follow bergmann’s rule (in widely distributed species, individuals from higher
latitudes will tend to be larger), with the largest individuals from alaska and the
smallest from florida and the caribbean. larger individuals retain body heat more
easily than smaller ones because of their proportionally larger volume compared to
surface area. the double-crested cormorant is most closely related to the neotropic
cormorant. the breeding range of the double-crested cormorant is disjunct, from
alaska south through baja on the pacific coast, in the northern interior of the usa
and southern canada to the Great lakes, on the east coast from newfoundland south
to new york, and in florida and the caribbean. recent range expansion has produced
a series of colonies between new york and florida. In Massachusetts the double-
crested cormorant is an abundant migrant and breeding species. In spring they
migrate mostly along the coast and begin to arrive in late March; migration peaks in
late april. fall migration peaks in october with larger numbers than in the spring. a
daily high of 5000 plus has been recorded at plum Island. they are often seen flying
in lines or loose vs. In Massachusetts double-crested cormorants have been rare
winter residents, but in recent years they have been reported in larger numbers.

double-crested cormorants are monogamous and usually produce a single brood.
they are gregarious, colonial breeders that prefer coastal or inland islands that offer
protection again predators. they are territorial only at the nest site, where fighting
between males can occur, one bird grabbing the beak, wing, or neck of another and
shaking it. threats include hissing with neck stretched, mouth wide open, displaying
its cobalt blue lining, a color that fades after the breeding season. a recognition or
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gape display is given by both males and females with stretched neck, waving head,
and open mouth. the male chooses a nest site and displays to attract a mate. In this
wing-waving display the male stands, breast down, tail and closed wings cocked, bill
pointing to the sky, accentuating the pattern of orange of the facial and throat skin and
bright purple-blue eyes. he raises his wingtips in synchrony with head movement and
ugh-ugh calls. 

doubled-crested cormorants breed in either single or mixed species colonies with
gulls or herons. the nest is typically on the ground or in trees, but they also use man-
made structures. the nest, constructed by both male and female, is a platform of
sticks with plant material and may contain a variety of human artifacts, including
rope, fishing net, and plastic debris. the nest eventually becomes a rigid structure
cemented together with guano. dead chicks are simply trampled flat and become part
of the nest structure. the nesting situation is not very hygienic, and colonies are
known for their smell of rotting fish and guano. the clutch is usually three or four
light-blue eggs, and both parents share incubation for about four weeks until hatching.
the chicks are altricial, hatching naked and with their eyes closed. both parents brood
the chicks until they can regulate their own temperature, and shade chicks and give
them water in hot, sunny weather. adults and young respond to heat stress with gular
flutter, where the throat (gular) skin is vibrated with the mouth open, producing air
flow over moist tissues that produces evaporative cooling. parents defend their chicks
against predators, vomiting fish in the direction of the intruder. In ground nests, chicks
will often wander after three or four weeks, forming crèches (nurseries) and returning
to their nest to be fed, while in tree nests they may remain for six to seven weeks until
they can fly. both parents feed young, typically opening their bills wide and letting
the chick feed from their open maw. the larger chicks tend to get more food and often
the last hatched, smallest chick will starve if food is scarce.

double-crested cormorants are diurnal foragers with eyes adapted for seeing
under water, and they have salt glands that allow them to drink salt water. they dive
from the surface using their webbed feet to propel them through the water. they
prefer shallow water and are sometimes used as beaters by herons and pelicans. they
eat mostly fish but also take crustaceans and the occasional amphibian. the nail at the
end of their bill serves as a hook for grasping prey. they can swallow sizable fish,
sometimes hammering them and then tossing them into the air to position them head
first in their bill. swallowing large prey is made possible by widely opening jaws,
facilitated by a hinge arrangement with the upper bill and skull. Indigestible prey parts
are ejected as pellets. cormorants may forage in flocks, sometimes coordinating their
efforts in lines or crescents to drive fish into shallow water.

double-crested cormorants lose eggs and chicks to mammalian predators such as
raccoons and foxes, and to gulls and raptors. but the greatest impact historically on
cormorant populations has been persecution by man. numbers were reduced
drastically by early in the 19th century, and the species had been largely extirpated
from Massachusetts, due to shooting and habitat alteration. commercial and sport
fishermen have traditionally considered cormorants competitors and treated them
accordingly. populations began to recover early in the 20th century, but cormorants
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were hard hit by ddt and its derivatives, with subsequent reduction of numbers.
contaminants in the Great lakes were responsible for a host of embryonic
abnormalities and development of individuals with gross bill deformities. since the
1970s, when these problems were ameliorated, they have experienced rapid
population growth in many areas, including new england, and population levels have
reached crisis proportions, touching off new rounds of human persecution. not
surprisingly, wintering birds tend to congregate in areas of abundant food, and the
catfish farms and other aquaculture facilities, particularly in the southeast, have been
inundated by cormorants. this population explosion has elicited control measures,
including permits for shooting cormorants at aquaculture facilities, and programs of
oiling eggs on the breeding grounds in Quebec and elsewhere. a rather extreme
example of persecution was the use of flamethrowers in a nesting colony. yet these
sturdy and resilient birds continue to do well and remain abundant in their coastal and
freshwater haunts.

William E. Davis, Jr.

about the cover artist

Ikki Matsumoto is a Japanese-born artist who came to the united states in 1955
as a twenty-year-old student. at the art academy of cincinnati he studied under the
noted wildlife artist, charles harper. after graduation his initial work was in
advertising as an illustrator and designer, but in 1975 he moved his family to sanibel
Island, florida, where he established a new career as a painter and printmaker, using
the native birds as his subjects. he and his wife polly now operate a gallery and frame
shop there and he continues to produce paintings and prints for exhibitions in florida
and in tokyo. you can find more of his work and additional gallery information at
<http://www.ikkimatsumoto.com>.
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swans by davId sIbley
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AT A GLANCE
december 2003

this, the final identification challenge of 2003, should be mercifully obvious, at
least as a passerine species. In fact, in the spirit of seasonal benevolence, the mystery
bird should prove relatively easy to identify. there are only two really viable options
to consider when trying to nail down the identity of the bird in the picture.

approaching the identification problem from a rational perspective, the most
obvious points to consider are the fact that the mystery species has prominent streaks
on its underparts, at least one sharply defined wing bar, quite a long tail, and a bill
that appears slightly curved and definitely pointed at the tip. the reader also gains the
impression that the bird’s back is fairly uniform and not heavily streaked. and finally,
though admittedly not easily discernable in the printed photograph, the bird’s iris is
pale. to appreciate this fact, the reader needs to see that the bird’s eye is located
behind the dark loral streak that runs from the base of the bill to the iris itself.

with these field marks in hand the identification diagnosis is straightforward.
there are only two legitimate identification possibilities if one remembers that we are
only dealing with bird species that have occurred in Massachusetts. although there are
a number of birds that have streaks below (e.g., many sparrows), the thin and pointed
bill at once eliminates all the seedeaters. thrushes can similarly be eliminated since
their ventral markings are spots, not streaks; also, few thrushes exhibit prominent
wing bars. If we are determined to expand the list of possibilities with streaked

JIM berry



underparts, then all the warblers so marked can be eliminated by the mystery bird’s
long tail, long legs, and distinct malar (i.e., jaw) stripe. 

the thoughtful reader at this point should have narrowed the candidates down to
a choice between an american pipit and a thrasher of some sort. american pipit is a
potentially strong candidate except for two major points: the mystery bird’s light iris
and its distinct wing bars. otherwise, a pipit would seemingly be a pretty good fit, at
least from the photographic perspective. however, the ventral streaks on a pipit would
ordinarily look more like a necklace across the mid-breast and would seldom appear
as crisp, especially down onto the flanks.

having reduced the possibilities to a species of thrasher, a reasonable first
assumption would be brown thrasher. a brown thrasher, however, would have much
bolder streaks beneath, typically more pronounced wing bars, and an even longer tail
than that shown by the pictured species. the only remaining choice is sage thrasher
(Oreoscoptes montanus). the photograph is actually a quintessential representation of
a sage thrasher: pale iris, crisp and extensive streaks on the underparts, and distinct
wing bars. what cannot be seen are the tiny white tips to the outer tail feathers (unlike
the completely white outer tail feathers of an american pipit).

a vagrant in Massachusetts, the only bay state record of sage thrasher is an
individual that was photographed october 26, 1965 at plum Island. the sage thrasher
in the photograph was taken by Jim berry at cape neddick, york, Maine, in
november 2001.

Wayne R. Petersen
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can you identify this bird?
identification will be discussed in next issue’s at a gLance. 

AT A GLANCE

BiLL LawLess

Mass Audubon, in Partnership with the Essex County
Ornithological Club, Announces the 
12th Massachusetts Birders Meeting

When? March 6 and 7, 2004
Where? peabody Marriott
What? Birding with a Purpose (helping to support bird 

conservation)

please join us in March on the north shore for a day of
presentations and exhibits on saturday and for field trips to cape ann and plum
island on sunday  (led by the Joppa flats education center and essex county
ornithological club).

our keynote speaker will be chandler robbins, ph.d., creator of the national
Breeding Bird survey, author of the Golden Guide Birds of North America, and
senior editor of the Atlas of Breeding Birds of Maryland and D.C. other
presentations will cover land conservation and development, christmas Bird
counts, breeding birds in essex county, electronic birding resources, the swarovski
Birding community, and the important Bird areas program. 

The first 200 people to register will be entered into a drawing for a pair
of Swarovski EL binoculars!

information and registration forms are available online at
<http://www.massaudubon.org/> or call Linda cocca at 781-259-2150. 
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